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Inputs by Dua Consulting on TRAI consultation 
paper no. 6/2009 on ‘Overall Spectrum 

Management and Review of License Terms and 
Conditions’ 

 
 
Introduction: 
 
This TRAI consultation paper (CP) attempts to be a comprehensive document that addresses 
a large number of pending regulatory issues. The issues are complex and inter related, 
therefore the over arching comprehensive approach is likely to address the issues in an 
integrated manner and will hopefully avoid anomalies that could have arisen if the issues 
were to be addressed separately. 
 
Issues relating to the complex matter of spectrum allocation and pricing have arisen from 
time to time and the suggestions of a plain vanilla license and allocation of spectrum via 
auctions finds its mention in section 7.39 of TRAI October 2003 recommendations. The 
summary of the same TRAI Recommendation also suggests that a separation between 
licensing and spectrum allocation should also be considered going forward in the future.  
 
It is difficult to understand as to why this chain of thought was abandoned, both by the 
policy makers and the Regulator in 2007, leading to the present state of a regulatory and 
policy muddle. The present regulatory framework also seems to have been established in 
complete disregard of the various committee reports on issues of spectrum allocation and 
pricing.   
 

• Key committee reports referred to in the CP include: 
 

o First Committee: Bandhopadhyay Committee Report 
 

o Second Committee: Subodh Kumar Committee Report 
 
While the above two Committee Reports have formed the basis of this consultation paper, 
another committee had also made valuable suggestions in this area. This committee was 
appointed by the then Member Finance – Ms Manju Madhvan and was to be headed by Mr 
HP Mishra. It released its report on 7th January 2008 three days before the start of the 
muddle, but does not find any mention in the CP. We believe that the inclusion of this report 
has its import in this consultation process. We suggest that it may be termed as the Third 
Committee. 
 

o Third committee: The Mishra Committee Report 
 
The committee, which was headed by Mr HP Mishra, seems to have arrived at some very far 
reaching conclusions with thought provoking recommendations such as e-auction of all 
spectrum as suggested by TRAI in 2003. The report was released on 7th January 2008, 3 
days prior to the commencement of spectrum allocation for the much abused first come first 
served (FCFS) spectrum allocation process. A copy of the invitation and questions of the 
committee consultation process and a summary of the recommendations of the committee 
are attached as Annexure 1. If the TRAI chooses, it can call upon the complete 167 page 
report from the DoT for its review, as part of this consultation process. 
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There have been consultations in 2007-2008 on more or less the same subject and the 2007 
consultation recommended No Cap/No Auction of 2G spectrum and auction of all other 
spectrum only to licensees. This recommendation does not seem to reconcile the demand 
and supply mismatch of spectrum. Under the given framework of limited spectrum, the 
appropriate and fair way to determine the number of players seems be the methodology of 
auctions. This recommendation appears to have skirted this key issue. This ambiguity 
appears to be the genesis of the FCFS methodology of allocating spectrum. However, under 
the evolving regulatory framework, auction of all other spectrum has been proposed to be 
de-linked from the UAS licenses, allowing new entrants to gain entry. 
 
It may also be noted that the Prime Minister in December 2007 had openly stated 
that spectrum allocation should happen in a fair, transparent and equitable 
manner, with an eye on the accruals to the public exchequer. This clarion call by the 
Chief Executive of the country was treated with contempt within minutes, and the 
distribution of spectrum started a month later on the much abused and non-existent FCFS 
basis. The Prime Minister’s speech at India Telecom 2007 in this context is attached as 
Annexure 2. We believe that it is never too late to reconsider the regulatory process and 
move towards auctioning of 2G spectrum.  The government in its various affidavits has 
repeatedly stated that policy changes are its prerogative. In any case, all spectrum 
distribution was on experimental basis and not many licensees have rolled out services 
worth the salt. This is a clear case of spectrum squatting with mounting losses to the 
exchequer. The sale of stakes in two new licensees at multiple valuations, who had not 
rolled out any network, seems to suggest that their valuation was achieved on the basis of 
spectrum allocated – this appears to be clear case of spectrum squatting. The nation has 
been denied the benefits of the digital dividend.   
 
Our approach: 
 
Our approach in the responses has been to adopt a market led process to determine the 
true economic value of spectrum, which is a scarce national resource and the value of which 
has been discovered towards the turn of the century, with the realisation of the mistakes 
dawning now. These follies have caused losses of mind boggling billions of dollars, 
which could have been used for re-faming of spectrum and invested in Education 
and Health of the milieu of the country. The policies have only benefited few 
speculators, but not consumers.  
 
Our approach towards M&A and the number of players is to be left to the market, with an 
eye on the minimum number of players in order to have healthy competition as well as a 
reasonable level of market share per player to promote a competitive scenario. 
 
Our approach has also been to avoid the hoarding of spectrum and allowing trading and 
sharing of spectrum, with a fee payable to the government. Allowing trading and sharing of 
spectrum is likely to lead to better allocation and utilisation of this scarce resource, with 
revenues accruing to the government out of such transactions. Trading/sharing of 
spectrum should also be allowed between public and private players, which 
include MTNL/BSNL. This could also be extended to other government bodies for 
meeting their spectrum requirements.  
 
Our suggestions are immediate discontinuation of FCFS and what is perhaps the most 
abused spectrum allocation policy based on the number of subscribers, resulting in hoarding 
of spectrum and the most inefficient use of this scarce natural resource.  
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Our suggestion thereby is the adoption of a process that results in allocation of spectrum 
at market determined prices. Auctions are one of the best methods which can lead to a 
market determined price of spectrum. In this respect it may also be noted that the 
availability of slots for auctions should be uniform across circles and should be made known 
before the auctions such that prospective participants can evaluate the situation and decide 
on their bids.  
 
To prevent leakage of revenue, we have also suggested the adoption of a uniform 
license fee. We have suggested an approach of revenue neutrality for government accruals 
based on growth of the telecom sector such that a reasonable level of uniform license fee 
can be arrived at, with an eye on the required growth of telecom services in rural India.  
 
Spectrum requirement and availability  
 
We endorse the regulator’s decision of working towards evolving a long term plan for 
frequency distribution, spectrum requirement and allocation thereof and policy formulation 
for the telecom sector. While evolving the aforesaid plan, the regulator must also 
ascertain the uniform availability of spectrum for pan India players for a 
harmonised rollout of services as well as the evolving technology trends in 
various bands of the spectrum so that spectrum management is proactive than 
reactive.  
 
Basis for spectrum requirement is taken to be the estimated mobile subscriber base and 
density as projected in the Report of the Committee for “Allocation of Access (GSM/CDMA) 
Spectrum and Pricing”. The Committee in its Annexure A2 has described the Gompertz 
model used for these projections. Gompertz model is a well regarded statistical tool for 
projecting mobile phone diffusion in India; the saturation factor of 120 (K=120) is a well 
recognized assumption1. 
 
However, the S-model as a statistical tool for forecasting has its limitations as it does not 
take into account external factors that may prove to be crucial while determining actual 
mobile diffusion in a real world scenario. These external factors could be as varied as 
disposable income to suitability and acceptability of products offered. Moreover, keeping in 
mind, Indian population’s demographics (41.6% of the total Indian population below $1 
(PPP) per day2 ), an estimated mobile subscriber base of 1 billion by 2015 is too farfetched. 
It is however conceivable, if the numbers are treated as handsets in hands of some 700 
million vis-à-vis actual users. It is worthwhile to note that in the present regulatory 
environment, the Indian telecom sector has achieved high growth and very high tele-density 
in urban areas/metros as also an increased penetration in rural areas, however, the number 
of connections may not be the best measure of the actual tele-density as multiple 
connections held by the same person do not reflect the actual proliferation of 
telecommunications. It is a well known fact that the tele-density of 130 for Delhi and 
Mumbai does not reflect reality as nearly 20% of the population in these areas do not 
possess any telephone.   
 
We are of the view, that while projecting mobile subscriber base, regulator has alienated 
itself from real world scenario. For an average Indian earning close to Rs. 1,500/- per month 
spending Rs. 150/-  on monthly wireless services does not appear to be a convincing 
                                            
1 Annexure A2 “Models and Forecast of Mobile Density” from Report of the Committee for “Allocation 
of Access (GSM/CDMA) Spectrum and Pricing” – May 2009 by Department of Telecom  
2 Source – Millennium Development Goals Indicators – The official United Nations site for the MDG 
Indicators (http://mdgs.un.org) 
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proposition.  With this reasoning, we feel that while determining future spectrum 
requirements, regulator should be more conservative in its subscriber base projections.    
 
In ¶ 1.12, the regulator has observed that based on current technology deployed, 582 MHz 
spectrum will be required for various services in Delhi service area. These calculations have 
been done with existing technologies. We suggest that moving forward; the regulator must 
push for use of more efficient technologies to bring down spectrum requirements. Spectrum 
re-farming would be a step in this direction and has already been adopted by many 
countries. Since spectrum re-farming would require more concrete thinking, we suggest that 
regulator must come up with a time line and approach paper for implementing re-farming. 
Re-farming would make use of more efficient methods towards utilisation of spectrum, 
which is the need of the hour with spectrum being a scarce national resource. Transition 
cost during re-farming could be borne by USO fund. During re-farming considerable thought 
must also be given to the fact that any entity/agency and every user– whether private or 
government, must pay for spectrum that it uses. No free utilisation and allocation of 
spectrum on various grounds is to be done in future. A notable example of digital dividend is 
the re-farming of 700 MHz band in the USA by a legally mandated switchover to digital 
transmission of TV signals, which freed up huge chunks of frequency in this band. The freed 
up frequency was then auctioned at close to $ 14 billion, earning the US public exchequer 
huge digital dividends arising out of re-farming.  
 
1. Do you agree with the subscriber base projections? If not, please provide the 

reasons for disagreement and your projection estimates along with their 
basis?  
 
Usually, mobile density can be analysed using different S-shaped growth curve models. 
For India Gompertz model adequately describes the path of mobile phone diffusion; the 
saturation factor of 120 (K=120) is statistically a well recognized assumption.3 
 
However, while formulating policy and way forward, it should be noted that the S model 
has its own limitations. S-model is a statistical tool used for forecasting. Its accuracy can 
be improved by projecting frequent data points, but it should be kept in mind that this 
forecasting technique does not take into account external factors. It is well known that 
factors such as per capita income, population, competition, price, suitability, affordability 
and disposable income, etc. have direct impact on mobile density.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
3 Annexure A2 “Models and Forecast of Mobile Density” from Report of the Committee for “Allocation 
of Access (GSM/CDMA) Spectrum and Pricing” – May 2009 by Department of Telecom  
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While, there is no harm in optimism, however the economic ground realities can not be 
overlooked. Thus in our view, an estimated mobile density (per 100 population) of 86.66 
and 80.20 in 2015 and 2014 is farfetched. Table 2 and 3 above, as reproduced from the 
Consultation paper, project the wireless subscriber base in the coming years. The above 
mentioned mobile densities of 86.66 and 80.20 have been projected by TRAI in its 
consultation paper on ‘Determination of port transaction charge, dipping charge and 
porting charge for Mobile Number Portability’ dated 22nd July 2009. In our response 
thereof, we have already mentioned that subscriber base projections are bloated. With 
41.6% of the total Indian population below $14 (PPP) per day, a mobile density of 86.66 
is too optimistic as well as unrealistic. The likely implication of this is that beyond a 
certain number, the growth may taper off and the numbers projected in Table 2 and 3 
may not be achieved, unless the numbers are treated as handsets (multiple sims) in 
hands of some 700 million vis-à-vis actual number of users 
 

2. Do you agree with the spectrum requirement projected in ¶ 1.7 to ¶1.12? 
Please give your assessment (service-area wise).  

 
In the early stages of evolution of wireless telephony in India, policy makers were of the 
view that spectrum required for providing mobile telephony is directly proportional to the 

                                            
4 Source – Millennium Development Goals Indicators – The official United Nations site for the MDG 
Indicators (http://mdgs.un.org) 
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number of subscribers. Accordingly the subscriber linked criteria (SLC) was followed for 
further allotment of spectrum after initial assignment. 
 
However, presently India is considered a reasonably mature market. With spectrum 
being a finite national resource, moving forward it would be advisable that Government 
pushes for deployment of more efficient technologies instead of normative technologies. 
Moreover, spectrum requirement is also dependent on the service area as well. A metro 
such as Delhi will certainly require more spectrum than rural areas. Accordingly, while 
assigning/allocating spectrum, the regulator must also consider these aspects. 

 
3. How can the spectrum required for Telecommunication purposes and 

currently available with the Government agencies be re-farmed?  
 
As correctly pointed by regulator and ITU (sections 1.32 to 1.36), spectrum re-farming is 
essential and is the need of the hour due to the developing spectrum crunch. The 
objective of re-farming is to minimise the usage of spectrum inefficient technologies and 
push for newer and more efficient technologies either for existing services or for some 
different services. 
 
In our view, spectrum re-farming must be initiated on an immediate basis. The first step 
in this direction would be to let spectrum be vacated by non-commercial users including 
government agencies, which should then be allocated for commercial usage to service 
providers by way of auction. Initial assignees could be compensated through USO Fund 
and parts of the proceeds of the auction money, to enable them to deploy newer and 
more efficient technology in new bands or via the use of optical fibre networks as is 
being planned for the defence forces. Perhaps, the alternate technologies could be 
funded out of these proceeds of auction.  Let everyone benefit from the digital dividend. 
There are any number of examples of re-farming the spectrum by auction in US and the 
European Union (EU).  In US the cumulative accruals have been some US$ 34 
Billion in last two years.  

 
4. In view of the policy of technology and service neutrality licences, should any 

restriction be placed on these bands (800, 900 and 1800 MHz) for providing a 
specific service and secondly, after the expiry of present licences, how will the 
spectrum in the 800/900, and 1800  MHz band be assigned to the operators?  
 
In our view, moving forward, the regulator must make the license both technology and 
service neutral and introduce a plain vanilla license under which any telecom service, 
without spectrum  can be offered (a key recommendation of 2003 de-linking license 
from spectrum). 
 
The regulator must adopt the concept of a technology and service neutral license. As a 
part of the same, a service provider must obtain a plain vanilla UASL license, before he 
bids for the spectrum.  This plain license is the toll charge for doing business in the 
country with the spectrum to be acquired through a competitive process. This will make 
him eligible for providing telecom and allied services in India. No bundled assignment 
of spectrum should be done as a part of this plain vanilla license. Let the 
license holder bid for spectrum via open auctions. Upon acquiring spectrum, 
licensee should be allowed to provide any service using any technology making optimum 
usage of spectrum. Auction should be carried out to establish the commercial/economic 
value of the spectrum for all bands. 
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Initially, spectrum came bundled with UASL license and further assignment was done on 
the basis of subscriber linked criteria – for 800/900/1800 MHz. This license/spectrum 
was valid for 20 years period. Majority of these operators have already been operational 
for 10-12 years.  
 
In our view, upon expiry of license/spectrum validity, further extension should be done 
only upon payment of market value of spectrum as established by auction of 3G 
spectrum or any other comparable spectrum auction. 
 
This, clearly, seems to be the approach being adopted in Switzerland as evident from the 
example below: 
 

      
5. How and when should spectrum in 700 MHz band be allocated between 

competitive services?  
 
USA has already started re-farming of the 700 MHz band. The possibility of using the 
700MHz band for mobile communications provides a rare opportunity for providing cost 
efficient wireless solutions for voice, data and mobile TV. The sale proceeds of this band 
in USA resulted in accruals of nearly US$ 14 billion, the so called digital dividend.   
 
Re-farming for this band should start as soon as permissible. Also, it would be advisable 
if the regulator can prepare a broad time-line for the same. We would suggest that let 

Switzerland Starts Preparing for Radio Spectrum 
Auctions in 2013 
Switzerland's Federal Communications Commission (ComCom) has instructed the Federal Office of 
Communications (OFCOM) to prepare the allocation of mobile radio frequencies which are either currently free or 
which will become free in the foreseeable future. 

ComCom is expected to launch the public invitation to tender for these frequencies in the course of the next year. 
The allocation of frequencies will take place by auction. 

ComCom has instructed OFCOM to begin the preparatory work for the public invitation to tender for mobile radio 
frequencies which are either currently free or which will become free in the foreseeable future. The invitation to 
tender is taking place with particular reference to the current GSM and UMTS licences which expire on 31 
December 2013 and 2016 respectively. In addition, other frequencies from various mobile radio bands will be 
available for the provision of mobile radio services. It is intended that an early allocation of these frequencies will 
offer players in the market a long-term perspective for planning. 

The proposed procedure is intended on the one hand to enable any new operators to acquire mobile radio 
frequencies. On the other hand, existing operators will have the possibility of equipping themselves with sufficient 
frequencies for the future. 

OFCOM will now prepare the tender documentation and the design of the auction for the attention of ComCom. 
On this basis, ComCom will decide on the next steps and is expected to launch the invitation to tender for the 
mobile radio frequencies in the course of 2010. The invitation to tender will be open to all interested companies. 
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market forces decide usage of this band and the type of service to be provided. 
Allocation of spectrum can be decided as elaborated in our response to question number 
4. 

 
6. What is the impact of digital dividend on 3G and BWA? 

 
In brief the sale of these bands in the USA resulted in US$ 34 billion accruing to their 
exchequer. Presently, television broadcasting takes place via analogue transmission in 
India. Shifting from analogue to digital transmission in television broadcasting will free 
up some spectrum in UHF band (700MHz frequency band) that can be used for other 
communication services. This is 'Digital Dividend'. Currently there is no digital dividend in 
India. 
 
USA and European countries have started work in this area. USA has led the way by 
completing the auction in this band in March 2008 and allocating this  spectrum to 
various players via technology-neutral approach. We are of the opinion that the 700MHz 
spectrum should be auctioned similarly in a technology/service neutral way.   
 
The prime question for India is which technology will be best suited in this band. With 
LTE being the technology for future, we suggest that 700MHz spectrum should not be 
booked exclusively for a single service, but should be kept open to be decided later 
based on availability of spectrum and practices followed by other countries.   
 
Since, India has limited bandwidth available in other internationally harmonised mobile 
bands such as the 900, 1800 and 2100 MHz bands, 700 MHz bands should be kept clear 
right now and moving forward to be utilised in synch with other countries so as to have 
a harmonised mobile band.  
 
We suggest that the regulator must undertake a comprehensive review of all available 
bands from 400 MHz to 4000 MHz bands keeping the long term evolution of the 
emerging mobile technology and its applications. The regulator has addressed the 
issue of free spectrum allocations in the 3GHz band. All free allocations must 
be revoked and reallocated at market driven prices. Also see our comments 
under the spectrum management section.  

 
Licensing issues 
 
In its 2003 recommendations, the regulator had wisely suggested to introduce 
the concept of unified licensing regime along with de-linking of spectrum 
allocation from licensing.  
 
However, the practice of bundling spectrum along with the license and further assignment of 
spectrum on the basis of subscriber linked criteria and FCFS has aggrieved and aggravated 
the existing problem of non-availability of spectrum for providing wireless services. Almost 
free assignment of spectrum as compared to its market value has done no good towards 
adoption of superior and efficient technologies for providing such services. Moreover, to 
keep spectrum requirements in check, capping of maximum operators per circle has also not 
been given much thought by the regulator. It may also be noted that the current 
methodology of allocating spectrum bundled with the license at prices, which are way below 
market prices has led to huge losses to the public exchequer. Therefore either de-link 
spectrum from license or even if bundled let there be an auction. We believe that de-linking 
of spectrum is a better option, since it brings in service providers who do not wish to use 
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any spectrum and allows them to get spectrum when they choose to provide spectrum 
linked services.  De-linking the two, ie spectrum and Licenses would bring in niche players 
providing newer services as franchises to the spectrum owners for examples MVNOs.  
 
We are of the view that moving forward; the regulator must shift towards de-linking 
spectrum from the license. A telecom intender can obtain a plain-vanilla license from DoT 
upon payment of marginal/nominal fees. This license will make him eligible for providing any 
type of telecom services in India. However, spectrum for providing services should be 
obtained separately.  This spectrum should be allocated to a service provider on the market 
driven mechanism such as auction or could also be obtained via spectrum trading/sharing 
 
To ensure fair market practices, the regulator must ensure that at all times a pre-
determined number of players must always operate in the market. Instead of artificially 
capping, maximum number of players, let market forces and spectrum available determine 
the maximum number of players operating in a service area. HHI index determines optimum 
number of players from an economist’s perspective, the distribution of resource determines 
the highest number of licenses and the competition will determine how many will survive. 
Keeping the consumer and anti cartelisation in mind the ideal number would be 4 or 5.  
 
7. Should the spectrum be de-linked from the UAS Licence? Please provide the 

reasons for your response.  
 
Yes, spectrum must be de-linked from UAS License. In its October 2003 
recommendation, TRAI has also recommended that moving forward best way is to de-
link spectrum from UAS License. Spectrum should be allocated by way of auction5 as far 
as possible. 
 
 
The thinking behind this concept is that let an intender obtain a plain vanilla UAS License 
from DoT. This license will make the intender eligible to do business and provide any 
type of service in the Indian telecom market. But the resource/medium for providing 
such services is to be obtained separately via auctions. The present policy is prohibitive 
and restrictive for any innovation. It unduly binds the licensees.  Is not the Government 
auctioning Oil Blocks, Coal mines etc?  
 

8. In case it is decided not to de-link spectrum from UAS license, then should 
there be a limit on minimum and maximum number of access service 
providers in a service area? If yes, what should be the number of operators?  
 

9. What should be the considerations to determine maximum spectrum per 
entity?  
 
We have combined answers for issues number 8 and 9.  
 
In Point 2.4 of the consultation paper, the regulator has cited an eminent technical 
expert’s point that 2x8 MHz is sufficient for an operator (i) to deploy a 2G network with 

                                            
5 Relevant section from TRAI Recommendation of October 2003:7.39 As brought out in Para-7.37 above, the induction of 

additional mobile service providers in various service areas can be considered if there is adequate availability of spectrum. 
As the existing players have to improve the efficiency of utilisation of spectrum and if Government ensures availability of 
additional spectrum then in the existing Licensing Regime, they may introduce additional players through a multi-stage 
bidding process as was followed for 4th

 

cellular operator.  
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reasonable levels of spectrum efficiency, and (ii) to satisfy the subscriber needs in the 
densest areas. Also, lower allotments leads to substantial loss in spectrum efficiency.  
 
Considering the case of 2G GSM services, total spectrum available is 2x100 MHz (in 
900/1800 MHz bands), this gives us 12 slots of 2x8 MHz each. Point emphasised is that 
12 slots of optimum efficiency are available for 2G GSM services assuming 2x8 MHz is 
optimum spectrum for this service. Therefore, should this 12 (twelve) be the maximum 
number of service providers in that band. The answer clearly is No, going by the HHI 
theory.  Let service providers bid for this scarce resource (bidding should also be 
permitted for more than one slot as well). Maximum number of service providers should 
be capped on the basis of optimum level of spectrum slots that are available for a 
frequency band and not on any arbitrary license based criteria or HHI analysis. Let it be 
known upfront that this is the number which the scarce resource can tolerate.  In order 
to balance between capex and opex, let them bid for multiple slots for a service. The 
final number will emerge as per the competition policy.  
 
The minimum number of service providers should be determined and imposed so as to 
maintain a reasonable level of competition and to avoid monopolistic/cartel formations. 
This could continue to be at present level (4+1 service providers – 4 private and 1 public 
or 5 private plus one public).  

 
10. Is there a need to put a limit on the maximum spectrum one licensee can 

hold? If yes, then what should be the limit? Should operators having more 
than the maximum limit, if determined, be assigned any more spectrum?  
 
Maximum spectrum that a licensee can hold should be determined on the basis of 
subscriber density, traffic requirements for a minimum level of quality of service and 
extent of its coverage area, as arrived at in the CP. A cap on maximum spectrum held 
could be considered to prevent the eventuality of the creation of monopolistic/duopolistic 
structures. If it is felt that this hoarding/squatting is anti consumer; take back the 
spectrum and bring in additional set of players.  
 
We re-iterate from above, let service providers bid for spectrum slots followed 
by regular spectrum audits carried out by the regulator. This will ensure 
optimum utilisation of spectrum and in case a service provider is squatting 
spectrum, he must be penalised to pay spectrum squatting charges6. 

 
11. If an existing licensee has more spectrum than the specified limit, then how 

this spectrum should be treated? Should such spectrum be taken back or 
should it be subjected to higher charging regime?  
 
Upon regular spectrum audits, if it is found that an existing licensee has been holding 
more spectrum than required and is not make optimum use of this scarce national 
resource, it must be charged spectrum squatting charges and repeated offence over 
time must result in taking back spectrum from such service provider to bring in new 
players. In this manner the exchequer is not put to loss and also creates a fear of 
forfeiture of the spectrum.  

 
 

                                            
6 Please refer to attached study on Spectrum Squatting in Annexure 3 
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12. In the event fresh licences are to be granted, what should be the Entry fee for 
the license?  

 
13. In case it is decided that the spectrum is to be de-linked from the license then 

what should be the entry fee for such a Licence and should there be any roll 
out condition?  
 
We have combined responses for issues 12 and 13. 
 
We suggest that moving forward; spectrum should be de-linked from license. A plain 
vanilla license should be to be obtained by entities intending to carry out business in 
Indian telecom market. This license will make the intender eligible to provide any type of 
service in Indian telecom market without spectrum like the services provided by Mobile 
Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs). In case a resource/medium for providing such 
services is required, it is to be obtained separately via auction. The entry fees for such 
plain vanilla license should be arrived at after considering the existing fees of various 
licenses at present.   
 
Roll-out conditions should be imposed with spectrum allocated to service providers by 
way of auction. In case service provider does not hold any spectrum, roll-out conditions 
need not be applicable. The objective of this is to ensure that no spectrum squatting 
takes place.  
 
Also, this plain license should stand cancelled if it is found that licensee has not been 
involved in any telecom activity for 3 years from date of obtaining this plain license.  
 
In case fresh licenses bundled with spectrum are to be granted then the licenses should 
be allocated via a bidding process as was done for the entry of the 4th cellular licensee 
and as also recommended by TRAI in 2003.7 However, it is best to discontinue such 
spectrum bundled licenses. The entry fee will be governed by whether the license is 
spectrum bundled or not. If spectrum is bundled, then let the license be auctioned with 
minimum guaranteed spectrum as was done in 2001, if not, a nominal fee should be 
charged for the license. Any additional spectrum would come out of an auction price.  

 
14. Is there a need to do spectrum audit? If it is found in the audit that an 

operator is not using the spectrum efficiently what is the suggested course of 
action? Can penalties be imposed?  
 
It is advisable to conduct regular spectrum audits so that spectrum hoarding/squatting 
can be avoided. Upon regular spectrum audit, if it is found that an existing licensee has 
been holding more spectrum than required and is not make optimum use of this scarce 
national resource, it must be charged spectrum squatting charges and repeated offence 
over time must result in taking back spectrum from such service provider to bring in 
additional players to keep healthy competition going.  

 
15. Can spectrum be assigned based on metro, urban and rural areas separately? 

If yes, what issues do you foresee in this method?  
 
Yes, spectrum should be assigned on the basis of subscriber density, quality of service 
and usage. It becomes rather difficult to decide for Pan India operators. The 

                                            
7 Section 7.39 of “Recommendations on Unified Licensing” issued by TRAI in 2003. 
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classification is only possible for regional players or metro specific players. For Pan India 
operators it would be wise to allocate the highest common denominator of spectrum. 
Accordingly, metros should be assigned maximum spectrum followed by urban and rural 
areas. But spectrum/annual license fees should be set to a uniform level to avoid 
diversion of expensive service area’s traffic to low fee service area and to prevent other 
malpractices as elaborated in our responses pertaining to the Uniform License Fee 
question. 

 
16. Since the amount of spectrum and the investment required for its utilisation 

in metro and large cities is higher than in rural areas, can asymmetric pricing 
of telecom services be a feasible proposition? 

 
We agree with the regulator’s observation that higher levels of spectrum and investment 
are required for metros and large cities as compared to rural areas. However, service 
providers also reap higher levels of benefits from these areas only. Also, asymmetric 
pricing may also result in practice of diverting traffic from expensive service area to low 
fee service area. 
 
Thus asymmetric pricing should, at best, be avoided such that traffic shifting does not 
lead to losses in licensing fee. 

 
M&A issues  
 
The present M&A framework of three year lock in was established in April 2008, 
with the likely objective of not allowing operators to acquire spectrum and then 
sell equity in the company to existing operators. The idea may have been to 
prevent windfall gains or to have as many operators to promote competition. 
That objective has remained illusory to say the least. There have been windfall 
gains for few speculators and the competition is non-existent. The two key 
objects of this M&A frame work have proved disastrous. However, it appears 
from hindsight that the process of consolidation is necessary for the evolution of 
the industry and mergers and acquisitions need to be permitted, with a minimum 
number of players being mandatory to promote competition and avoid 
monopolisation or cartelisation.  
 
M&A activity needs to take into account three key factors including the number 
of players (ideally 4 to 5) to maintain competition; size of the market share per 
operator (6 to 7 as per HHI); and optimal usage of spectrum. These numbers in 
our market seem to have gone haywire, with certain circles having as many as 12 
players. It appears that players, who have acquired licenses beyond the optimal-
number-of-players point, have done so for the purpose of speculative gains 
arising out of spectrum being made available at throwaway prices.  
 
In our framework, M&A activity is to be encouraged, with spectrum 
trading/sharing fee being applicable. Mergers, in our framework lead to the 
creation of a new entity and acquisitions lead to the cessation of one entity and 
its absorption into the other. In both cases, we have suggested a framework, 
which requires payment of fee to the government arising out of merger of 
spectrum. A healthy M&A policy is the call of the day.  
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17. Whether the existing licence conditions and guidelines related to M&A restrict 
consolidation in the telecom sector? If yes, what should be the alternative 
framework for M&A in the telecom sector?  
 
The present M&A policy is restrictive. It was a cover up for the governments own wrong 
doings of distribution of spectrum on the FCFS policy and SLC. Present M&A guidelines 
were drafted keeping in mind bundling of spectrum with the UASL and further 
assignment of spectrum on the basis of much abused SLC. The idea was to put barrier 
for proxy entry/spectrum hoarding by existing licensees. 
 
Moving forward, we suggest the de-linking of spectrum allocation and the UASL and 
doing away of restrictive M&A conditions to encourage consolidation. With this in mind, 
we are of the view that spectrum trading as well as spectrum sharing should be 
permitted by the regulator. Proper spectrum trading charges and spectrum sharing fees 
should be imposed on such transactions to ensure the accrual of revenues to 
government out of spectrum trading/sharing.  
 
This will also do away with spectrum restrictions imposed on resultant entity post M&A. 
Spectrum squatting charges should also be made applicable if resulting entity is not able 
to utilise net spectrum efficiently. Other restrictions such as number of players remaining 
in the market should continue to be imposed.  
 
Thus under a new policy framework restrictive conditions should be eased so as not to 
hamper consolidation. 

 
18. Whether lock-in clause in UASL agreement is a barrier to consolidation in 

telecom sector? If yes, what modifications may be considered in the clause to 
facilitate consolidation?  

 
The lock-in clause for sale in promoter’s equity for a specified time period was 
introduced to prevent fly by night operators from selling equity in the new licensee 
companies which had acquired spectrum at prices way below market prices established 
in 2003 without any indexation for 2008.  This is likely to hamper consolidation activity in 
the sector.  The licensees have found a way around to beat these lock in provisions.  
 
Auctioning of spectrum and dilution of this clause along with the introduction of 
spectrum trading with a spectrum trading fee could offset this anomaly when mergers 
and acquisitions take place. Modifications may be introduced as per our answer to issue 
17 above with comprehensive restrictions and penalties on hoarding of spectrum. 
 
However, in the case of an acquisition of a new licensee by a player not possessing 
spectrum, some sort of transfer fee equivalent to a spectrum trading fee needs to be 
levied such that revenues accrue to the Government from such a transaction. 
 
It may also be noted that, while the lock in of promoter’s equity clause has been 
introduced, there appears to be a loophole in it as well. As per the attached note in 
Annexure 4 on the issue, bonus shares can be allotted and offloaded by the promoter, 
offering him the chance to cash in on the multiple valuation achieved by the company 
due to the allotment of spectrum at prices that are way below market prices and issue of 
additional equity at multiple valuation leading to infusion of fresh funds and a swelling of 
the capital base of the company. 
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19. Whether market share in terms of subscriber base/AGR should continue to 

regulate M&A activity in addition to the restriction on spectrum holding?  
 

The regulator should consider regulation by market share in terms of subscriber 
base/AGR (40% at present) as well as spectrum held to regulate M&A activity such that 
healthy competition is maintained in the market and monopolistic/duopolistic structures 
are not created.  

 
20. Whether there should be a transfer charge on spectrum upon merger and 

acquisition? If yes, whether such charges should be same in case of 
M&A/transfer/sharing of spectrum?  

 
Since M&A would involve transfer of spectrum, spectrum transfer charges should be 
levied on such transaction and should be of equivalent value as in case of spectrum 
transfer/trading. However, spectrum sharing is time and bandwidth limited and hence to 
be of different values. 

 
21. Whether the transfer charges should be one-time only for first such M&A or 

should they be levied each time an M&A takes place?  
 
Spectrum transfer should be considered analogous to property transfer. As in case of 
property related transaction, every time it changes hand duty is paid to Government. 
Similarly every time spectrum changes hands, transfer charges should be payable to the 
Government as a fixed percentage of transaction value. 

 
22. Whether transfer charges should be levied on the lesser or higher of the 2G 

spectrum holdings of the merging entities?  
 

In case of a merger, spectrum held by both the entities will be transferred to a resulting 
third entry and as such transfer charges should be levied on total spectrum of merging 
entities. 
 
In case of acquisition, spectrum from seller will be transferred to buyer and as such 
transfer charges should be levied on spectrum held by seller entity, which is the profiting 
entity. 

 
23. Whether the spectrum held consequent upon M&A be subjected to a 

maximum limit? 
 

We are of the view that regulator must not, a priory,  limit the maximum spectrum held 
by an entity but ensure proper utilisation of spectrum through regular spectrum audits 
and spectrum squatting fee should be charged in case an entity is found deficient in 
proper spectrum utilisation. Also, minimum number of players in market to be 
maintained post M&A. 
 
However, an upper limit spectrum cap could be considered to rule out the eventuality of 
creation of a monopolistic/duopolistic structure, and in order to bring in more 
competition if the minimum number falls below the threshold level of minimum number 
of players.  
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Spectrum Trading 
 
Spectrum trading is a natural progression towards a market driven sector. With precondition 
of spectrum allocation via auction route, the regulator must consider approving spectrum 
trading as a viable proposition. Value of spectrum trading transaction should be left as a 
commercial arrangement between buyer and seller. However, “spectrum trading charges” 
must be introduced. 
 
Spectrum trading can be considered analogous to property trading. Property valuation is 
done on the basis of prevailing market conditions. However, every time property is brought 
or sold, both buyer and seller must pay a part of the valuation to the Government in the 
form of stamp duty and registration fees. Similarly, “spectrum trading charges” should be 
leviable on buyer and seller of spectrum. Buyer will now become owner of that spectrum 
and will be liable for Government pre-conditions associated with spectrum allocation such as 
roll-out obligation, spectrum audit, spectrum fees, etc related to transacted spectrum 
tranche. Considering that the auction is the way forward for spectrum allocation in all bands, 
spectrum trading too should be permitted for all bands. 
 
Technically, it makes more sense if spectrum trading tranche is a multiple of building block 
based on technology. With a service and technology neutral license, service provider can 
utilise spectrum to provide chosen wireless spectrum. For example, one service provider 
may decide to use 700MHz band for high data services, while other may use it for voice 
communication. Accordingly, there building block requirement would change. It would be 
advisable if the regulator allows to the buyer and seller to decide how much spectrum they 
want to trade instead of arbitrarily imposing spectrum trading tranche.  
 
However, in case Government decides to stick to its existing spectrum allocation norms (ie 
spectrum bundling with license and further assignment on subscriber linked criteria), 
spectrum trading must not be allowed, as it may result in non-serous players making 
windfall gains via trading route and exiting the sector. Effectively, if the government takes 
the retrograde step of continuing to assign spectrum at arbitrary prices, which are not 
market determined, spectrum trading can enrich private pockets as the spectrum is likely to 
have been allotted at prices which are below market prices as was the case in the 2008 
FCFS related spectrum assignments (distribution or dole outs). Allowing spectrum trading 
under such a scenario, could lead to new licensees selling out their spectrum at multiple 
valuations and profiteering at the expense of the public exchequer. This could also defeat 
the very purpose of having a large number of players and promoting competition and could 
result in the creation of oligopolistic structures and a rise in telecom tariffs. This can also 
result in instability in telecom sector along with increase in telecom tariffs. 
 
24. Is spectrum trading required to encourage spectrum consolidation and 

improve spectrum utilisation efficiency?  
 
Yes spectrum trading is the need of the hour. As elaborated upon in 1.12, spectrum is 
not utilised optimally in the case when spectrum allocated in less than 8 MHz. Had the 
spectrum being allocated in 8MHz slots, requirement of the spectrum trading may have 
been far less. However, median of the spectrum allocated in various circles is 6.2MHz. As 
correctly observed by TRAI, efficient utilisation of spectrum is far below the optimal level 
in this range. 
 
We are of the view that, spectrum trading should be permitted by the regulator so as to 
evolve optimal spectrum utilisation practices. Spectrum trading should also involve a 
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spectrum trading fees so as to ensure that Government gets its due share from the 
trading of this valuable national resource.  
 
This should be done in conjunction with frequent spectrum audits by the regulator to 
discourage spectrum hoarding. Moreover, a short-term lock-in period could also be 
imposed similar to present 3 years restriction combined with fulfilment of roll-out 
obligation to avoid proxy hoarding of spectrum. Also, market forces and applicable 
technology should be allowed to determine minimum and maximum spectrum that can 
be traded.  

 
25. Who all should be permitted to trade the spectrum?  
 

Any entity having a plain vanilla UAS license can be permitted to carry out spectrum 
trading to acquire spectrum to provide wireless services, should they wish. Existing UAS 
licensees can also be permitted to carry out spectrum trading, such that efficient 
allocation of the scarce resource takes place. 
 
Thus, plain vanilla licensees can have the option of participating in governmental 
auctions to acquire spectrum or also have the option of acquiring spectrum in the open 
market via spectrum trading. 

 
 
26. Should the original allottee who has failed to fulfil “Roll out obligations” be 

allowed to do spectrum trading?  
 

No, an original allottee who has failed to fulfil roll-out obligations may also be permitted 
to carry out spectrum trading in a restrictive manner for the initial lock-in period after he 
has paid spectrum squatting charge. During post lock-in period full spectrum trading 
could be permitted subject to rollout obligations having been met or squatting charges 
having been paid if applicable. The rationale behind this is that on account of 
negligence/lethargy of one original intender, let the national resource not be left 
unutilised. Also, the regulator must continue charging spectrum squatting charges and 
other such applicable taxes/fee on account of non-utilisation of the resource. 
 
Illustration – If initial lock-in period is 3 years, let spectrum trading be permissible in 
following manner: 

Year of assignment of 
spectrum 

% of assigned spectrum that 
can be traded 

1st year 20%
2nd year 40% 
3rd year 60%
4th year (no lock-in) 100% 

 
In case, assignee has not fulfilled the roll-out obligation by end of 3rd year, appropriate 
non-compliance charges such as spectrum squatting fee to be levied on it. 
 
Also, upon spectrum audit by regulator, if by the end of 3rd year, 40% spectrum is lying 
non-utilised spectrum squatting charges should be levied. 
 
Moreover, spectrum trading (up to 60% for lock-in period and 100% post lock-in period) 
should attract spectrum trading charges. 
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27. Should transfer charges be levied in case of spectrum trading?  

 
Yes, spectrum trading/transfer charges to be levied upon spectrum trading. This will be 
analogous to stamp duty and registration fees payable upon buying and/or selling of 
property. 

 
28. What should be the parameters and methodology to determine first time 

spectrum transfer charges payable to Government for trading of the 
spectrum? How should these charges be determined year after year? 
 
Parameter and methodology for spectrum transfer charges are described in illustration of 
issue 26. Year-on-year determination of such charges can be linked to inflation, though 
the charge being defined as a percentage of the transaction fee automatically takes into 
account the impact of inflation.  

 
29. Should such capping be limited to 2G spectrum only or consider other bands 

of spectrum also? Give your suggestions with justification.  
 

Capping of spectrum has to be on its availability, to be decided keeping in mind the 
competition and economic viability. It has to be conducted intelligently and not on ad 
hoc basis. Capping of spectrum of any kind is avoidable, especially if it is being won via 
auctions at market determined prices or via spectrum trading or sharing. However, in 
order to deter spectrum hoarding, rollout obligations can be made mandatory and if via 
spectrum audit it is found that spectrum hoarding is taking place, then spectrum 
squatting charges can be imposed.  
 
Therefore, a methodology for broad spectrum capping could be considered in order to 
rule out the creation of monopolistic/duopolistic structures.  

 
30. Should size of minimum tradable block of spectrum be defined or left to the 

market forces?  
 

The tradable block of spectrum must not be defined and should be left to the 
market forces and minimum spectrum required for the applicable technology.  
The minimum trading block of spectrum should be as per the building block size of 
spectrum for the respective technology. For example, 3G has a building block of 2x5 
MHz and WCDMA is also 2x5 MHz, while 2G CDMA is 2x1.25 MHz, 2G GSM is as little as 
1 MHz, an ISP is 10MHz, etc. Deviation from this can result in creation of unusable 
chunks of spectrum, which may go waste. Hence, trading in spectrum should ideally be 
in multiples of building blocks for each technology. 

 
31. Should the cost of spectrum trading be more than the spectrum assignment 

cost?  
 

It is best to let market forces determine the price at which spectrum is traded 
irrespective of the spectrum assignment cost. Effectively the price point for each 
transaction can be reached by a market clearing mechanism, based on the demand and 
supply of spectrum at a given point of time. The Government should get a share of profit 
made by the seller via a spectrum trading fee as a fixed percentage of trading 
transaction value.  
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However, a distinction may need to be made in the government’s share out of spectrum 
trading based on the assignment methodology followed for the initial grant of spectrum. 
Such trading fee, which accrues to the government, needs to be much higher where the 
spectrum has been allocated/distributed/doled out, bundled with the license at prices, 
which are way below market prices. Such is the case of spectrum allotment via the 
controversial FCFS process followed in 2008. In this case, the true value of the 
spectrum, which should have accrued to the public exchequer was not achieved, hence 
the government’s share arising of spectrum trading needs to be such that it goes 
towards compensating the losses caused to the public exchequer.  
 
Whenever, spectrum is allocated via the process of governmental auctions, a market 
price for the scarce resource is likely to have been established and the true value for the 
economic resource is likely to have accrued to the public exchequer. In such case, the 
spectrum trading/transfer fee need not be as high as in the case where spectrum has 
been allotted along with the license at prices, which are way below market prices.  
 
Another option that can be considered is that spectrum up to the threshold level ie 6.2 
MHz for old operators and 4.4 MHz cannot be used for spectrum trading as it has been 
obtained at prices that are way below market prices. Therefore, it must be properly 
indexed before allowing spectrum trading/sharing and after payment of spectrum 
squatting charge. Other spectrum, that has been harmonised to market prices or has 
been won via auctions, can be used for spectrum trading. The methodology for 
harmonising spectrum to market prices has been described in issue no. 49 below.  

 
Spectrum sharing  
 
As mentioned under head of spectrum trading, spectrum sharing must also be permitted 
given the case that spectrum allocation is done on the basis of auction. 
 
Again drawing an analogy from property transaction from the previous section, spectrum 
sharing is similar to renting of property to a tenant. Renting is a limited period transaction 
and due rent is paid by tenant to owner. Moreover, all applicable taxes are paid by owner to 
the Government. 
 
Similarly, spectrum sharing should be permitted on limited period basis, with commercial 
arrangements left to the transacting parties. However, Government must receive a share of 
this transaction by way of “spectrum sharing charges”. Since, this is a time limited 
transaction (say maximum one year), spectrum must be returned to owner at the end of this 
period. All spectrum related charges should be payable by the owner. However, spectrum 
sharing must be permitted only once roll-out obligations are met by both owner and tenant. 
Spectrum sharing for longer periods could be treated as spectrum trading.  
 
32. Should Spectrum sharing be allowed? If yes, what should be the regulatory 

framework for allowing spectrum sharing among the service providers?  
 
Spectrum is a scarce national resource. It needs to be used in the most efficient manner 
due to its scarceness. It is always possible that a particular operator possesses excess 
spectrum for a period of time. Such excess spectrum could also show up due to 
spectrum re-farming and evolution of new technologies, which require lesser spectrum. 
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Excess spectrum lying idle is like a waste of a national resource. Usage of this excess 
spectrum is also likely to generate AGR for its user, portion of which is payable as license 
fee to the government. Thus, spectrum being used is better than spectrum lying idle.  

  
It may be best to allow spectrum sharing under an enabling regulatory environment, 
which benefits the operator, government, mobile customers and the nation. The 
regulatory environment could include the permission for sharing a certain amount of 
spectrum held, with a percent of the earnings being payable as a fee to the government. 
This fee could be called a spectrum sharing fee. The spectrum sharing itself could be left 
to be a commercial decision between two parties. It is possible that two operators 
having different target audiences have different spectrum usage patterns. For example, 
operator A may have peak traffic in the morning and operator B in the evening. Thus, A 
could borrow spectrum in the morning, while B could borrow spectrum in the evening. 
Thus, operators could have spare spectrum for various reasons, and permission to share 
spectrum, would lead to optimal utilisation of spectrum, while earning the government a 
spectrum sharing fee. 

  
A suggested regulatory framework could allow spectrum holders to share a higher 
percentage of their spectrum during the initial period of their operation, which should 
gradually taper off to a lower amount towards the third year of holding spectrum. This 
could be done with the view that an entity acquiring spectrum may need some time to 
rollout services and meet its rollout obligations and in the interim, can put up a pre-
determined part of its spectrum for sharing with other users such that the following 
objectives are served: 

 
• Scarce spectrum is utilised and not lying idle  
• It earns money for the operator 
• It earns revenue for the government  

 
Assuming that a three year timeframe is being given to meet rollout obligations, the 
following could be the quantum of spectrum that may be allowed to be shared: 
 

Year 1 – 70% 
Year 2 – 50% 
Year 3 onwards – 25% 

 
Thus, a minimum percentage of the spectrum may always be allowed to be shared such 
that any additional spectrum that the operator may have can be put to good use, while it 
also enhances government revenues due to its utilisation. The framework above is only 
for the purpose of illustration and keeping various regulatory issues in mind and an 
actual framework will need to be established.  

 
However, spectrum sharing should be allowed within a timeframe, such as not to 
encourage players to consider it as a permanent way of hoarding spectrum. 
 
Thus to enable optimum utilisation of spectrum in short term, spectrum sharing could be 
permitted by the regulator. A spectrum sharing fees could be imposed, on basis of time 
and bandwidth shared. The regulatory framework must ensure that sharing is only for 
short term. 
 
It may also be added that if spectrum hoarding is taking place, spectrum squatting 
charges should automatically kick in post the three year period as defined above. 
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33. What should be criteria to permit spectrum sharing?  

 
Spectrum sharing may be best left to market forces under a defined regulatory 
environment and operators may be allowed to share any excess spectrum that they may 
have. 

 
Thus, all operators possessing spectrum could be allowed to share spectrum as per the 
adopted regulatory norms, which could be developed as has been illustrated in 32 above 
subject to a time limit to prevent proxy spectrum hoarding.  

 
34. Should spectrum sharing charges be regulated? If yes then what 

parameters should be considered to derive spectrum sharing charges? 
Should such charges be prescribed per MHz or for total allocated spectrum 
to the entity in LSA?  

 
Spectrum sharing charges may be defined as the fee that accrues to the government 
arising out of a spectrum sharing arrangement made by two operators. The 
spectrum sharing charges need to be determined in a way that they automatically 
factor in inflation and is based on the total value of the spectrum sharing 
arrangement made by the two operators.  

 
Thus, it may be ideal to arrive at spectrum sharing charges that are a percentage of 
the charges being paid by the party that is hiring spectrum under the spectrum 
sharing arrangement. The charges should be made payable by the party that is 
receiving the money under this arrangement.  
 

35. Should there be any preconditions that rollout obligation be fulfilled by 
one or both service provider before allowing the sharing of spectrum?  

 
36. In case of spectrum sharing, who will have the rollout obligations? Giver 

or receiver? 
 

We have combined responses for issues 35 and 36. 
 
This question has been answered from the perspective of the spectrum giver and 
does not address the issue of rollout obligations of spectrum receiver, who is 
assumed to have met his roll out obligations.   
 
Spectrum is acquired by a user for rolling out services. Spectrum is not given by the 
government for indulging in speculation. Hence, meeting of rollout obligations should 
be the onus of the spectrum owner. Sharing may only be permitted for unutilised 
spectrum such that the usage of this scarce resource is optimised. All rollout 
obligations as per the defined regulatory environment should necessarily be met, if 
not met spectrum squatting charges must kick in. 
 
In case of the spectrum receiver, in order to prevent spectrum hoarding it may be 
considered if the receiver should be permitted to access spectrum via sharing only if 
he has fulfilled rollout obligations and really needs this additional resource.  
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Perpetuity of licences  
 
The issue of perpetuity of licenses needs to be firstly tested from the prospect of the 
seriousness of the player. Since, our framework is based on a plain vanilla license, it could 
be granted in perpetuity. The entry fee for the Plain Vanilla license can be reviewed from 
time to time depending upon the state of the market. However, the term period of the 
spectrum is not to be linked to the life of the license as spectrum needs to be won 
separately via auctions. Thus, serious players can obtain a license in perpetuity and then 
obtain spectrum via governmental auctions or via spectrum trading. In this respect it may be 
stated that holders of spectrum should be given priority for reallocation of spectrum such 
that they can maintain continuity of business under their perpetual license. While, priority 
may be given, it is essential that market determined price of spectrum is achieved during 
the reallocation process. The spectrum thus won should have a life cycle beyond which it 
would have to be won again with priority for the incumbent.  
  
37. Should there be a time limit on licence or should it be perpetual?  

 
Since license given is assumed to be a plain vanilla license and without any 
spectrum, it can be given in perpetuity, with the condition that if no service is rolled 
out in the first three years of acquiring the license, it stands cancelled. This clause is 
for testing the seriousness of the licensee.   For new licensees, who win spectrum in 
auction, there should be a time limit on the spectrum tenure along with meeting the 
roll out obligations, failing which spectrum squatting should kick in.   
 
For existing UASL holders with assigned spectrum their license can be de-linked from 
spectrum at the time of renewal and spectrum charges can become applicable as 
determined in the closest auction. This will put them at par with the new players with 
plain vanilla license. 

 
38. What should be the validity period of assigned spectrum in case it is de-linked 

from the licence? 20 years, as it exists, or any other period  
 
Spectrum should be allocated in a way such that an operator is able to formulate its 
business model for a definitive period of time. A timeframe that serves this purpose 
could be considered as suitable. The timeframe should also take into account, how 
the market value of spectrum is likely to change over the period and if checks and 
balances need to be built such that there are no losses to the public exchequer. Let 
there be a review of spectrum allocation and consequent charges after 20 years. 

 
39. What should be the validity period of spectrum if spectrum is allocated for a 

different technology under the same license midway during the life of the 
license?  

 
Spectrum allocation should be for its entire validity ( say 20 years) period irrespective 
of the remaining tenure of the existing license as the operator will need to formulate 
its business model. A methodology for enhancement of the tenure of the license may 
need to be worked out in this regard. 
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40. If the spectrum assignment is for a defined period, then for what period and 
at what price should the extension of assigned spectrum be done? 

 
Extension of spectrum should be done at a re calibrated price to the user such that 
business continuity can be maintained. The re-calibration can be done based on 
closest auction prices achieved around the time of renewal and taking into account 
inflation. This needs to be done in a way such that the true value of spectrum is 
achieved and there is no loss to the pubic exchequer. 

 
41. If the spectrum assignment is for a defined period, then after the expiry of 

the period should the same holder/licensee be given the first priority?  
  

The same license holder should be given priority for re-allocation of spectrum, such 
that business continuity can be maintained and the business or its customers do not 
suffer. However, the allocation must be re-calibrated at prices linked to inflation and 
closest auction prices such that there are no losses to the public exchequer.  
 
Thus, serious players can obtain a license in perpetuity and then obtain 
spectrum via governmental auctions or via spectrum trading. In this 
respect it may be stated that holders of spectrum should be given priority 
for reallocation of spectrum such that they can maintain continuity of 
business under their perpetual license. While, priority may be given, it is 
essential that market determined price of spectrum is achieved during the 
reallocation process.  

 
Uniform License Fee  

The issue of uniform license fee has been making the rounds for some time now due to the 
potential chances of revenue leakage. Integrated operators are in a position to shift some of 
the revenues in their books from services that attract a higher license fee to a service that 
attracts lower license fee resulting in losses to the government. 

The annual license fee, at present, ranges from 6% to 10% of AGR depending upon the 
service and the circle of operation. For example, ILD/NLD/ISP services attract a flat fee of 
6% of AGR irrespective of the circle, where as cellular based AGR attracts 10% of AGR as 
license fee for the metro circles and a 6% fee in rural circles. Their data traffic covered 
under ILD/NLD/ISP licenses also attracts a lower license fee. This provides a potential to 
shift some of the revenues of voice traffic that attract a high license fee to lower segment 
such as NLD or data, such that license fee payout decreases.  

In view of this revenue leakage potential, it may be prudent to introduce a uniform license 
fee. While arriving at a uniform license fee, it is important to keep in mind that the key 
objective of rapid telecom penetration in rural areas (C-Circles) should not be compromised. 
Moreover, the rate for the uniform license fee should be determined at the level, where 
revenue neutrality for government’s accruals from this fee is maintained. This implies that 
broadly, the revenues that the government is receiving from the license at present, should 
be maintained after the introduction of a uniform license fee. Thus the evaluation of the 
uniform license fee that needs to be imposed requires that growth rates in various services 
and service area wise are evaluated and their impact on AGRs is considered, while arriving 
at the new fee. Our illustration in response to issue 44, below suggests that a fairly low level 
of uniform license fee can achieve the same revenues as the government is earning under 
the present license fee structure, because of higher growth potential in rural and some other 
areas.   
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42. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a uniform license fee?  
 

The clear advantage of a uniform license fee is that the potential for revenue 
leakages is minimised. In order to do away with the multi-tier license fee, the DoT 
has proposed a uniform license fee of 8.5% of AGR.  
 
A uniform license fee may require an increase in the lower most brackets of 6% 
leading to some disadvantages. One of the perceivable disadvantages of the 
proposed license fee is that for standalone NLD/ILD operators, it implies a rise in the 
fee from the present 6%. While, for mobile operators, it may not really matter as 
they pay 10% in certain circles and 6% in others, a move to 8.5% or any number 
arrived is likely to balance out for them.  
 
A sudden increment of license fee in C-Circles from 6% to 8.5% as proposed by the 
DoT may also be detrimental to the growth in C-Circles as these are tariff sensitive 
circles. A higher license fee in these circles, which constitute rural areas, is likely to 
put an upward pressure on tariffs. Rural India is extremely price sensitive and if 
growth in these areas is to be achieved, operators must have the flexibility to lower 
tariffs.  A high license fee does not help this. 
 
Thus, the DoT proposed uniform license fee of 8.5% can be detrimental for those 
providing standalone services. Also for segments where the license fee is 6%, an 
increase will not be conducive for telecom growth especially in C-circles or rural 
India. 

43. Whether there should be a uniform License Fee across all telecom licenses 
and service areas including services covered under registrations?  

It may be appropriate to adopt a uniform license fee elaborated in 41 above so as to 
prevent revenue leakages, which becomes specifically pronounced, in the case of 
vertically integrated players, who have the opportunity to transfer revenues from one 
service to another to reduce their license fee outflow. Making it uniform across 
service areas will also block the possibility of operators parking traffic of a higher 
license fee circle in a lower license fee circle. For example, an operator can park part 
of Mumbai circle traffic in the adjoining Maharashtra circle. If the license fee for an 
adjoining circle is lower than another adjoining circle, the operator can lower its 
license fee outflow using this methodology and cause losses to the public exchequer. 
Thus it may be prudent to have a uniform license fee across services and service 
areas.  
 
However, different registrations may need to be treated as a separate category, 
depending upon the nature of their offering. Companies that need to register usually 
either provide services to LSPs or need to seek all telecom related services from 
LSPs.  
For example, the objective of the inexpensive OSP registrations was to provide a 
boost to call centre/BPO related commerce. Additionally, the registration helped keep 
a track of the call centre/BPO business from the national security angle as a 
substantial chunk of it involved the exchange of data with foreign countries. 
Imposing licensing conditions like an annual license fee may defeat the purpose of 
providing a boost to the call centre/BPO business. With the outsourcing industry 
being an important source of employment in India, increasing its costs via a licensing 
fee may not be a prudent step. 
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It may also be noted that OSPs need to take Telecom Resources from Licensed 
Service Providers (LSP) and pay the LSPs for such Telecom Resources. These 
payments by OSPs to LSPs get included in the AGR of the LSPs and thereafter the 
license fee is paid to the government by the LSP based on its AGR. Thus, payments 
made by OSPs towards telecom related services to LSPs already have a component 
of license fee that is paid to the government by the LSP. Hence, from this 
perspective also, an OSP could continue to be a registration. 
 
Another kind of registration is the IP-I registration. Companies providing passive 
infrastructure to licensed service providers are required to obtain an IP-I registration. 
It may be noted that license fee is paid by operators, when they use passive 
infrastructure by installing their equipment, which permits telephony and generates 
revenues that get added to the AGR. Passive infrastructure also needs to be 
encouraged to proliferate rapidly for enhanced growth of rural telephony and 
imposition of additional fee on it can slow down its growth and is thus avoidable.  
After all, IP-I registries are expanding capital for the creation of infrastructure.  
 
Thus in the case of the above mentioned registrations, licensing and imposition of a 
license fee does not appear to be necessary. 
Future technologies will lead to convergence, wherein only 2 kinds of operators will 
provide services which will either be access to media or access to services. Access to 
media may also cover provisioning of infrastructure providers. 
 
With this in mind, we are of the view that Government must do without multiple 
service dependent licenses. Emphasis should be on making regulatory framework 
both technology and service independent. This would in turn mean that there should 
only be one license that permits access services via any mean (2G, 3G, wires, optical 
fibre, WLAN, etc) and there should be single registration for any and every type of 
service provisions (facsimile, on-demand, internet, VAS, OSP, etc). 
 
At the same time it may be added, spectrum allocation and licensing need to be 
separated and spectrum needs to be won by a licensee via governmental auctions or 
should be acquired via spectrum trading or sharing.  

44. If introduced, what should be the rate of uniform License Fee?  
The rate for a uniform license fee needs to be determined in a way that it remains 
revenue neutral for the government and at the same time does not impact operators 
and customers in a big way. Any uniformity in license fee must include growth in 
areas of operation and other businesses. It must not be another linear arithmetic fix.    
 
However, it may be prudent to introduce the change in the license fee in a way that 
the pain is minimised. Thus, changes in the license can be brought about gradually, 
such that it remains revenue neutral and the gradual pace ensures that the process 
becomes less painful. 
 
The following table attempts to capture the impact of implementing a uniform license 
fee. As per the table, a uniform license fee of 7% leads to the generation of 
approximately the same license fee that is being generated with the given differential 
fee structure of 6%-10% of AGR at present.  
 
The table is based on the following assumptions: 
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1. License fee at present: 10% for Metros and Circle A; 8% for Circle B; 6% for 
Circle C 

2. Present AGR contribution: 20% by Metros; 38% by Circle A; 32% by Circle B; 
10% by Circle C 

3. Approx AGR has been computed based on Q3 2009 AGR of Rs 28940 x 4 

4. Approximate AGR by circle has been computed as per contribution amounts 
indicated above in 1. 

5. Rate of growth of AGR has been assumed at 20% per annum based on Q3 2009 
AGR growth rate. Based on this and the AGR contribution as in 1 above, new 
AGRs for respective circles have been computed for a year’s growth. 

 
Based on this growth, license fee at the uniform rates of 6%, 7% and 8% have been 
computed. The license fee based government revenues at the license fee of 7% are 
approximately the same as the present total license fee based revenue.  

 
Circle Metro A B C Total 
License fee 10% 10% 8% 6%   
AGR contribution 20% 38% 32% 10% 100% 
AGR approximated 23152 43989 37043 11576 115760 
License fee at present 2315 4399 2963 694.56 10372 
New AGR @ 20% 
growth         147969 
AGR contribution 29594 56228 47350 14797   
Lic fee @ 6% 1776 3374 2841 888 8878 
Lic fee @ 7% 2072 3936 3315 1036 10358 
Lic fee @ 8% 2368 4498 3788 1184 11838 

 
This methodology suggests that the uniform license fee does not necessarily need to 
be jacked up to the median of 8.5%, suggested by the DoT as a minor or even zero 
increase may be sufficient to earn the government the revenue it is earning from 
license fee at present after taking into account the growth of telecom services in C –
circles and ILD/NLD/ISP services.  
 
A recent news report in the Times of India dated November 10, 2009 on the issue of 
spectrum fee, is much in line with our working above and suggests that there is 
sufficient growth in telecom license fee, which can help adopt a low uniform license 
fee, which would be conducive for the rapid proliferation of rural telephony. The 
referred news report is attached as Annexure 5. 
 
Effectively it may be stated that it is essential to implement a uniform 
license fee to prevent revenue leakages. However, such a license fee needs 
to be computed taking into account the growth in the telecom sector and 
its impact on AGRs, such that the license fee based revenues to the 
government remain at the same level and that the objective of growth of 
rural telephony is not hampered and the overall growth of the telecom 
sector is maintained.  
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Spectrum assignment  

 
Assignment vs. allocation - Here it may be stated that if the original methodology was 
termed as an “Assignment” as spectrum was distributed, bundled with the spectrum, future 
allocations need to be done via auctions and could be termed as “allocation” instead of 
assignment.  In our framework, we have suggested the separation of licensing and 
spectrum and allocation of spectrum via auctions. We have also addressed the issue of a 
level playing field between old 2G operators and new licensees in case spectrum auctions for 
2G are adopted. 

 
While, suggesting the discontinuation of the SLC for assignment of spectrum, we have 
suggested that all spectrum, including that for non-commercial usage needs to be allocated 
at market determined prices. 

 
It may be noted that it is the prerogative of the government to change policy as stated by it 
in various affidavits as well. In any case all spectrum assignment in 2008 or before is 
reportedly or a trial basis and subject to the proviso that its allocation can be determined by 
any other pricing mechanism. We are therefore of the firm opinion that all spectrum 
allocated post the 2003 TRAI recommendation should be auctioned as per the 
recommendation. 
 
45.  If the initial spectrum is de-linked from the licence, then what should be the 

method for subsequent assignment?  

The recent allocation of 2G spectrum at prices determined in 2001 has caused sufficient 
controversy. It would be wiser for any further spectrum allocations to be made at prices 
that are market determined and not via the FCFS process with bundling of spectrum with 
licenses. 

The best way to achieve market determined prices is via open and transparent auctions. 
This would ensure that the dues to the public exchequer from a national resource are 
not squandered and go towards enriching private pockets. 

 
46.  If the initial spectrum continues to be linked with licence then is there any 

need to change from SLC based assignment?  
  

It appears to be difficult to withdraw the initial spectrum granted to mobile operators 
bundled with the UAS license. The quantum of this has been established to be 6.2 MHz 
for old licensees and 4.4 MHz for new licensees. While, this may be allocated to UAS 
license holders, irrespective of SLC, but subject to rollout conditions, any further 
allocation of spectrum should be via the process of auctions. As a matter of fact, we 
suggest that these (beyond 6.2 and 4.4) assignments or thos distributions post 2003 
(including the January 2008) distributions should be either indexed or auctioned.  

  
47. In case a two-tier mechanism is adopted, then what should be the alternate 

method and the threshold beyond which it will be implemented?  
 

In the case of UASL 2G spectrum, the committed amount has been established to be 6.2 
MHz/4.4 MHz. A two tier mechanism would require that any spectrum allocation beyond 
this amount is via auctions. We suggest auction or indexation for all licenses and 
spectrum allocated post 2003. A policy change is government prerogative. This step 
must include the combination of technology licenses as well. They have no business to 
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be getting the dual technology spectrum having made a choice of technology and a 
declaration that they have less than 10% stake in other technology 

 
48. Should the spectrum be assigned in tranches of 1 MHz for GSM technology? 

What is the optimum tranche for assignment?  
 

GSM spectrum should be assigned in multiples of building blocks, which could be as low 
as few khz. The optimal spectrum that an operator needs has been determined to be 
8MHz by certain studies. If this has been established to be the optimal amount, it may 
be considered as the spectrum for initial allotment. Further spectrum allotment can be 
considered in terms of building blocks. A1 MHz tranche should be adequate for 2G GSM 
technology and 1.25 MHz for CDMA a technology.  
 
In any case all allocation of spectrum should be via the methodology of auctions as far 
as possible.  

 
49. In case a market based mechanism (i.e. auction) is decided to be adopted, 

would there be the issue of level playing field amongst licensees who have 
different amount of spectrum holding? How should this be addressed?  

  
Where would there be the issue of level playing field amongst licensees who 
have different amount of spectrum holding? The licenses in 2008 were 
distributed against a non-existent FCFS policy and by putting artificial caps 
against a no cap recommendation of the regulator. The government has full 
right to bring in policy changes for the benefit of consumer and for 
maximising accruals from scarce national resource. Therefore, two 
mechanisms have been suggested: 

 
1. As it has been established that the quantum of spectrum to be provided bundled 

with the license is 6.2MHz for pre 2008 licensees and 4.4 MHz for post 10 January 
2008 licenses, any spectrum held beyond the threshold level for pre 2008 licenses, 
operators should be asked to pay the price that is determined via 3G auctions. For 
post 2008, all distribution of largesse must be as per market driven mechanism. If 
operators are holding excess spectrum, and they would not like to use it, they can be 
given the option of surrendering the excess spectrum. This mechanism is likely to put 
this scarce national resource to the best usage.  

 
2. Another mechanism that can be considered is to announce that all allocation of 2G 

spectrum beyond the threshold level (6.2MHz/4.4 MHz) should be via the process of 
auctions. Those operators, who possess spectrum beyond the threshold level and 
those operators wanting spectrum beyond the threshold level, would need to 
participate in these auctions such as the market based price of 2G spectrum is 
determined.  For 2008 assignees let the price be suitably indexed to 2003 prices.  

 
Those operators already holding 2G spectrum beyond the threshold level would need 
to pay the price achieved at these auctions, indexations and those who need fresh 
spectrum would have won it via these auctions.  

 
This methodology is likely to address the issue of levelling the playing field. 
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50. In case continuation of SLC criteria is considered appropriate then, what 
should be the subscriber numbers for assignment of additional spectrum?  

 
The continuation of SLC criteria is considered most inopportune, un-scientific and subject 
to gross abuse has been adequately proved. SLC criteria is unlikely to do justice as an 
allocation methodology as evolution of technologies leads to more efficient usage of 
spectrum and only a market based pricing system can lead to an equitable transparent 
and fair allocation methodology. SLC is likely to get outdated very quickly due to 
evolution of technologies and its re-evaluation at each interval can become a 
cumbersome process as well as arbitrary. Spectrum allocation is best left to the market 
and the method of auctions appears to be the ideal methodology for determination of a 
market based pricing. This will also ensure optimum returns to the public exchequer for 
the scarce national resource. Effectively, the SLC based criteria appears to be redundant 
and must be discontinued. We are the only country using this criterion for spectrum 
distribution.  

 
51. In your opinion, what should be the method of assigning spectrum in bands 

other than 800, 900 and 1800 MHz for use other than commercial?  
 

For usage other than commercial, which could include usage by governmental agencies, 
spectrum charges should be equivalent to prevailing market prices determined via 
auctions. While, priority spectrum may be granted to them based on national interest, its 
pricing must be done in a way that the scarce resource gets a fair return for its usage.  

 
Spectrum pricing  
 
As suggested in the previous section, pricing of all spectrum needs to be based 
on market demand and supply and should not be at administered prices decided 
by the government. Spectrum pricing must reflect current market conditions, 
such that the resource is allocated efficiently and that the public exchequer 
receives its dues. Spectrum pricing must also take place in a free market 
environment, where spectrum trading/sharing is possible such that artificial 
scarcity is not created due to spectrum hoarding.  
 
52. Should the service providers having spectrum above the committed threshold 

be charged a one time charge for the additional spectrum?  
 

As elaborated in 49 above, a one time charge should be levied for any spectrum held by 
operators beyond the threshold limit. 

 
53. In case it is decided to levy one time charge beyond a certain amount then 

what in your opinion should be the date from which the charge should be 
calculated and why?  

 
Date of calculation of charge should be from the date the spectrum has been granted 
such that the charge becomes applicable for the entire tenure of the spectrum. At the 
point of expiry of the tenure of the spectrum grant, a re-calibrated price needs to be 
levied that takes into account inflation and closest established auction prices. 
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54. On what basis, this upfront charge be decided? Should it be benchmarked to 
the auction price of 3G spectrum or some other benchmark?  

The 3G auction price appears to be the best benchmark at this juncture as it will 
establish a market based price for spectrum.  

55. Should the annual spectrum charges be uniform irrespective of quantum of 
spectrum and technology?  

Annual spectrum charges should be technology neutral and based on the revenues of 
the operator. This is likely to ensure that spectrum is allocated by market forces in the 
most optimal way. Since charges are to be based on revenues earned due to usage of 
spectrum, operator is likely to ensure its optimal usage. 

A minimum annual spectrum charge can also be levied based on the quantum of 
spectrum held so that it acts as a deterrent against spectrum squatters8.  

56. Should there be regular review of spectrum charges? If so, at what interval 
and what should be the methodology?  

Spectrum charges may need to be reviewed from time to time as usage patterns can 
change due to technological shifts. It may also be necessary to bring about changes in 
spectrum charges due to any regulatory loopholes that may be discovered. Thus, a 
review of such charges once every two years could be considered. However, it may be 
noted that ad hoc reviews of spectrum charges could also be undertaken to remove any 
regulatory anomalies.  

 
Structure for spectrum management  

Spectrum management requires the efficient management of spectrum in order to 
optimise resource allocation and maximise returns to the public exchequer. The 
approach for spectrum management needs to take into account various issues such that 
an efficient spectrum allocation mechanism is achieved. These issues include a rapid 
change in technological advancement, leading to changing spectrum requirements. 
Evolution of technology can lead to a lesser requirement of spectrum for the same 
service or a new technology can demand spectrum that may have been allocated to 
another service. Spectrum management also needs to take into account requirements of 
non commercial users like the government including the defence forces. These facades 
of spectrum management necessitate that spectrum be allocated in an optimal way such 
that this scarce and precious national resource is not wasted and that its true economic 
value is recovered and accrues to the public exchequer.  

Spectrum management also needs to take into account the interest of the consumers. 
Thus, spectrum management needs to consider pricing aspects of final services provided 
by telecom operators based on spectrum. As of now, data services are being charged on 
a time based system, for the amount of time a subscriber uses the service and thereby 
spectrum. This is the case for both voice and data as of now. While it may be suitable to 
continue the practise for voice as it usually entails a conversation and uniform usage. In 
the case of data, volumes of data transmitted and received can vary substantially 
depending upon the types of files and their sizes, which in turn determines the usage of 
spectrum. Thus, it may be prudent to shift to a process of billing by usage of bandwidth 
along with dynamic allocation of bandwidth. It may be appropriate for the TRAI to 

                                            
8 Please refer to attached study on Spectrum Squatting 
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initiate a separate consultation process for charging for digital services on the 
basis of kilobytes as is the case for consumption of electricity measured in 
kilowatts or that of water in units.   

Thus decisions regarding spectrum management cannot be knee jerk decisions such as 
the latest spectrum allocation via the FCFS methodology. In this regard it may be noted 
that the ITU, which use to hold a conference every 10 years to discuss global spectrum 
management issues, now has started to hold such conferences more frequently.   

Given the state to regulatory mess that India is in, it would be our belief that the lost 
ground needs to be covered and that we need to align our spectrum management in line 
with global policies, which take into account technological evolution and in order to align 
international bands vs services offered with our bands and services for efficient spectrum 
management. In this regard, attached as Annexure 6, is a presentation on LTE, 
presently being debated in the EU. 

57. What in your opinion is the desired structure for efficient management of 
spectrum 

As stated above, one of the key objectives of spectrum management should be to 
allocate spectrum in the most efficient manner as it is a scarce national resource, 
accommodate as many players as possible to promote the spirit of competition such that 
tariffs stay low and the consumer benefits. These objectives need to be met such that 
the returns to the public exchequer are maximised. 

This approach requires the evaluation of the maximum amount of spectrum available for 
various services. The optimal quantum of spectrum required for each service needs to be 
established as well such that the maximum number of players that can be 
accommodated can be determined.  

Thus, if for a particular service, 50 MHz of spectrum is available and the optimum 
quantum per player is 10 MHz, then 5 players can be accommodated for the service. 

This structure can lead to an efficient and organised spectrum management structure, 
instead of an ad hoc system, where spectrum allocation is based on criteria like the SLC.  

After the quantum of spectrum and the number of players that can be accommodated 
has been determined, serious players, with pre-defined credentials should be allowed to 
bid for spectrum and the 5 highest bidders as per the example above, who have passed 
the technical bid, should be allocated the spectrum. There should be no-cap on the 
number of players who are allowed to bid, such that the returns on the scarce national 
resource can be maximised. Let there be clear road map for all services and owners of 
spectrum in 400 MHz to 4 GHz bands.  
 
There have been certain free allocations of spectrum, which cannot be justified. Such 
allocations need to be revoked and should be re allocated via an auction based process. 
Almost free assignment of spectrum as compared to its market value on 
various grounds (non-commercial activity, new technology, etc) has not led to 
the adoption of superior and efficient technologies for providing such 
services. This practice must be dis-continued. Emphasis must be put on 
adoption of efficient technology and making bands service neutral. For 
example if a particular band can be utilized for 2-3 types of services, then it 
may so be permitted. There have been instances wherein one service is allocated 
much more spectrum in bands that could be used for providing other services as well. 
For example, band presently exclusively reserved for ISP providers can also be utilised 
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for Wimax and broadband services. This practice of band reservation for particular type 
of services must be discontinued on an immediate basis. A service neutral approach 
must be adopted instead, which will help in averting artificial spectrum crunch.   
 
Spectrum management also needs to take into account that to compete nationwide in 
offering mobile broadband services an operator is best placed if it holds a mix of 
frequencies both below 1GHz and at higher frequencies such as (varying somewhat by 
country and region) 1800 and 1900 MHz, core 3G (1.9/2.1GHz), AWS (1.7/2.1GHz), 
extension 3G (2.6GHz) and future higher frequency allocations. Frequencies below 1 GHz 
are not only well suited to providing coverage more economically (fewer base stations) 
in rural regions, which supports public policies aimed at deploying universal coverage, 
but they also offer better in-building penetration than higher frequencies. Since most 
mobile data communications take place indoors the ability to provide indoor coverage as 
economically as possible is important. However the major valuable frequencies for 
mobile communications below 1GHz (850 or 900 MHz; 450 MHz is less important) that 
were attributed for voice services, but can be and are already being used in many 
countries for broadband services, are held by the original cellular competitors. There are 
typically two such "originals", including in most cases automatically the incumbent 
telephone company, who acquired this spectrum at no cost and before auctions became 
a common  method for awarding spectrum.    
 
Some international examples of evolution in the spectrum allocation process:  
 
In the case of the US, "Digital Dividend" spectrum will become available (700MHz or 
800MHz as it is referred to in Europe) after the planned transition to digital broadcasting 
takes place. Current and potential mobile competitors argue that the original cellular 
operators should be restricted in their access to this new spectrum below 1GHz, or they 
themselves who currently have none will be placed at an unfair competitive 
disadvantage. In the U.S. where no limitations on bidders were included in the 700 MHz 
auction the bulk of this valuable spectrum was indeed acquired by the successors of the 
original cellular competitors, namely Verizon Wireless and AT&T. The situation regarding 
spectrum below 1 GHz is being debated in the U.K. (and elsewhere), and a compromise 
sought (return of some existing 850/900 MHz  attributions and/or caps on spectrum 
holdings below 1 GHz) that will ensure effective competition between  a number of 
mobile operators greater than two. Even the auction of 2.6GHz spectrum in the U.K. has 
been delayed for this reason among others. Newer mobile competitors and regulators 
can argue that since no competitor can compete fairly without access to frequencies 
below 1 GHz operators who do not hold such spectrum already cannot reasonably value 
2.6GHz spectrum for the purpose of deciding how much to bid until and unless they 
know whether their competitors who do hold such spectrum will or will not be restricted 
in bidding for additional frequencies (800 MHz) below 1 GHz. 
 

In essence, the issue of spectrum management requires that the regulator should evaluate 
the current situation along with key objectives of spectrum management and develop a 
policy that takes into account international trends so as to arrive at a regulatory 
environment that is enabling for growth of telecom and other spectrum related services.  
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PM Inaugurates India Telecom – 2007 

  December 12, 2007 
  
 “I am extremely happy to be here in your midst to inaugurate the India Telecom
Conference. At the outset, I would like to acknowledge the phenomenal contribution of the
telecom sector to the rapid growth of the Indian economy. The sector has shown
remarkable enterprise and dynamism in the last one decade. May you grow even more
rapidly in the coming decade  

Three years ago, a target of 250 million telephone subscribers by 2007 was considered too
ambitious. You have proved the critics wrong and have reached the milestone well in time. I
congratulate the industry for this phenomenal expansion and growth. Today, as my
colleague A.Raja mentioned around eight million new telephone subscribers are being added
in India every month. This is mostly in the mobile telephone segment. Mobile telephony has
been growing at an annual rate of over 90% since 2003. We need to understand what has
spurred the remarkable growth of this sector and take steps to ensure its sustained
continued growth in future as well.  

The key to the growth of telecom has been liberalisation, reforms and competition. This has
been as true of telecom as it has been for civil aviation, insurance and asset management.
All these sectors have benefited enormously from the removal of state monopolies,
reduction in entry barriers to new firms, creation of a level playing field between
incumbents and new entrants, and most importantly, forward looking and even-handed
regulation which has promoted competition and also effective consumer interests. All these
are important steps whose lessons need to be kept in mind if we have to maintain the
current growth momentum into the distant future.  

The growth rate of the Indian economy is at a historic peak. It has averaged close to 9%
year after year and we are now targeting a growth rate of 10% in the 11th five year plan.
Given our youthful population and a rising savings rate, I am confident that we will be able
to sustain this growth in the medium term. The major constraints I foresee are the
availability of skilled manpower and of high quality infrastructure. The infrastructure needs
of the country are in excess of 450 billion US dollars in the next five years and we need to
work towards facilitating investment on such a large, massive scale.  

Growth in the telecom sector is a critical component of our infrastructure plans and it plays
an important catalytic role in our development process. The opening up of the telecom
sector has created an impressive forward momentum in India, resulting in massive
investments and expansion in supply which are signs of a vigorous, competitive and fast
growing sector. I am very happy that the telecom department has ambitious targets for the
future - 500 million telephone connections, 40 million Internet connections and 20 million
broadband connections. Raising the investments needed for this ambitious plan would be a
tremendous challenge for the industry as well as for the country.  

I would like to draw your attention to a few issues concerning this booming sector. First,
there is the issue of access and the large rural-urban divide in connectivity. Although the
growth in the last few years has been truly impressive and our tariffs are among the lowest
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in the world, vast stretches of our rural population have little or no telecom penetration.
Rural tele-density is still in single digits. I had heard of plans for a Phone in Every Village
some twenty years ago. We have not yet reached that goal. This is why we have
emphasised telecom connectivity in our Bharat Nirman programme.  

There will be multiple benefits from increased rural telecom connectivity. At a narrow level,
there will be a new burst of growth for the sector as a whole. On a larger plane, however,
there will be multiplier effects for the entire rural economy. As better telecom connectivity
and consequently better IT connectivity - becomes a reality, our rural hinterland will
become more integrated with the rapid growth processes now taking place in the rest of the
economy. There will be increased economic opportunities for our rural people - through
better education, through improved market access for their products, through improved
employment prospects, and through greater purchasing power in their hands. The spin off
benefits will be felt, not just in telecom, but right across the economy as a whole. Telecom
connectivity has the potential to play a transformational role in our rural areas. I expect all
key players in this vital sector to realise and fulfil this latent potential. You need to rise to
the challenge by devising innovative mechanisms for achieving our collective ambitions.  

Second, while we can be satisfied with the growth in tele-density, I am concerned about our
capabilities in telecom R&D and manufacturing. Can we have a sector where we are world-
class in telecom networks but do not have an adequate manufacturing presence. I am
happy that an enabling R&D environment is now being created by setting up Telecom
Centres of Excellence through a PPP mode in our premier institutions of higher learning.
These will enhance talent pool for R&D, facilitate development of state-of-the-art
technology and promote country specific innovation. I wish this initiative all success as this
is extremely relevant for maintaining our presence in cutting edge technologies.  

We, however, need to also create an ecosystem for the rapid growth of manufacturing for
telecommunication products. We need to build on our well recognised capabilities in
software and IT to establish a large scale presence in manufacturing as well. It is important
both from an economic and a strategic point of view that we are present in the entire
telecom value chain. I assure you that the Government will develop a forward looking policy
regime that will encourage investment in manufacturing in this sector.  

Lastly, I am concerned that we should have a policy regime which will enable the continued
growth of the telecom sector for many many years to come. As I have said earlier, the key
enabling factors for this sector have been liberalisation, reforms and competition. We must
never forget these principles. I am aware that spectrum availability can be a constraint for
the growth of this sector in future. On the supply side, our government has taken steps for
vacation of spectrum by existing users. This is at an advanced stage and the requirement of
making spectrum available for commercial uses is being addressed. I have asked the Group
of Ministers tasked with this to expeditiously conclude its deliberations and suggest a
roadmap regarding availability and timing.  

At the same time, we must realise that we need to make use of this precious and limited
resource in an optimal manner. All technological options must be explored to maximise its
utilisation. The policy regime for making spectrum available should be fair, transparent,
equitable and forward looking. It should not create entry barriers to newcomers or barriers
to the continued growth of the important sector. At the same time, the revenue potential to
the government must not be lost sight of. After all, governments across the globe have
harnessed substantial revenues while allocating spectrum. In the final analysis, the key
issues are correct pricing, fair allocation rules, and a pro-competitive stance. In the past,
the department of telecommunication and the regulator have successfully enabled the rapid
growth of this sector. I believe that working closely with the independent statutory
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regulator, we can balance multiple objectives in a fair and reasonably manner.  

I am very happy that India has successfully made the journey from being a country with
high telecom tariffs to one in which tariffs are today the lowest. Healthy competition has
ensured that the benefits of skill and technological advancement have been passed on to
consumers, allowing the regulator and the Government to let a tariff regime of forbearance
prevail. I would appeal to the industry to continue its healthy track record in this regard.  

The telecom revolution is poised today to transform our economy and our polity. It has
become a part of our day-to-day lives. It can be the vehicle for taking us into the
knowledge economy of the future. Against this backdrop, India Telecom 2007 offers an ideal
platform to provide a glimpse of the opportunities in our country. It will also afford service
providers and manufacturers an opportunity of exposure to new and emerging technologies
and solutions. I am confident that this event will serve to provide a fresh fillip to the growth
of this pivotal sector.  

I wish the organisers and participants all the best for the conference”. 
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Spectrum Squatting-Cost to the Exchequer-A Study 

Spectrum is a scarce national resource. A pan India Universal Access Services License (UASL) 
with a cost of around Rs 1648 crores, was a price discovered in 2001 through an ascending E-
Auction in a fairly transparent manner. The UASL license provided for 4.4 MHz of bundled 
spectrum for 2 G services. Any allocation beyond this spectrum was allocated on the most 
abused subscriber Linked criterion and an arbitrary first come first served principal. The astute 
Indian licensee would devise ways to ramp up subscriber numbers and to be that first to stake 
claim for additional spectrum.  

In India, up till now (2008), spectrum for wireless telephony continued to be bundled with 
UASL license at 2001 determined price point under an allegedly flawed spectrum allocation 
policy. In reality, apart from the flawed spectrum allocation policy, the 2001 price was way 
below the cost of the 2G spectrum which came bundled with it.  Additional spectrum also 
continued to be granted on a subscriber linked criteria. The realisation of a flaw in the 2G 
spectrum allocation policy, probably started to dawn with the sale of Hutch to Vodafone at 
around $22 billion.  

There was a scramble to get UAS licensees in 2007 seeing the valuations commanded by this 
deal. The line was lead by few Realtors and companies completely far removed from telecomm 
as their business.  These realtors and speculators made a killing selling their stakes at 
multiples unheard of without commissioning any network and owning a single customer. Even 
today most of them have no customers to boast about.  The subsequent stake sales in new 
telecom licensees Swan and Unitech at multiple valuations to the license fee paid by them 
appears to have fortified the realisation that our spectrum allocation policy was flawed and was 
leading to huge losses to the public exchequer and benefiting private pockets. These two new 
licensees had not even rolled out a network, making it obvious that the multiple valuation 
reached reflected the valuation of the spectrum held by these companies. In effect these new 
licensees, who have failed to rollout any networks, are spectrum squatters, hogging up 
precious spectrum for making an overnight killing at the expense of the public exchequer. 

Whereas these companies are sitting on resources after making a killing by trading, there are 
companies who are starved of these resources making the consumer suffer because of poor 
service. In addition, the exchequer is deprived of about 20% of the revenues by way of 
License fees, spectrum charges, service tax etc. Therefore, the policy so far has been 
completely flawed on few counts: 

 Not getting a market determined price for the precious resource,  

No recourse to any penalties for non-use of this resource and non-generation of 
revenues, and 

Consumer continues to suffer. 

With these massive losses caused due to the government doling out 2G spectrum, the issue 
seems to have become explosive in the public arena and it has virtually forced the government 
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to rewrite policy such that future spectrum allocation happens via open and transparent 
auctions, which can help achieve the market value of the spectrum to the benefit of the public 
exchequer.  

Though the government may have decided to auction 3G spectrum and may be in the process 
of contemplating adopting the auction methodology of allocating additional 2G spectrum, 
spectrum squatting can still occur and its potential needs to be evaluated further such that the 
policy framework can be shaped in such a way as to prevent spectrum squatting. The following 
would illustrate how government is loosing out because of spectrum squatting.  

Players that bid for 3G spectrum, can place high bids in such a way as to corner 3G spectrum, 
making it difficult for some of the existing operators to get 3G spectrum. These players can 
then sit out and wait for the existing operators to become desperate for 3G spectrum and then 
sell it to them at a premium. Given the current economic scenario, speculators can bid and 
then wait for the economic environment to improve and then resell the spectrum at a much 
higher valuation.  

While, the present policy framework provides a revenue share fee for the government, based 
on the adjusted gross revenue (AGR) earned by an operator, this does not hold any meaning if 
a player chooses not to rollout services and it does not earn any revenue. However, if a 
functional operator had acquired the 3G spectrum, it would in all probability have deployed it 
and would be using it. In the process, it would have earned revenue share for the government 
as well. Thus, spectrum squatting can take place even, with auctioning of spectrum and lead to 
losses to the government exchequer by not generating sharable revenues. This is indeed the 
case in the 2G scenario, where all of these newcomers have precious little to generate 
revenues and share the fees with the government.  

In this context, the potential 3G spectrum bidders can be divided into three categories with 
different implications: 

1. Existing 2G operators – This category, on acquiring 3G spectrum will need to start 
paying 3% of AGR as license fee, up from the 2% they are paying at present, besides 
service tax, spectrum charge and USO contribution 

2. New 2G licensees – This category, on acquiring 3G spectrum can choose not to rollout 
and not pay any license fee, service tax, spectrum charge and USO contribution 

3. Pure play 3G operators – This category, on acquiring 3G spectrum can also choose not 
to rollout services and not pay any license fee, service tax, spectrum charge and USO 
contribution 

Thus, it is apparent that players in category 2 and category 3 are potential candidates for 
spectrum squatting leading to losses to the government exchequer.  

The following table reflects, the kind of fee that the government earns out of license fee/ 
revenue share and spectrum charges based on the AGR in the 2G space. Thus, spectrum 
squatting can lead to substantial losses to the public exchequer.  
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TABLE-1 

Year 

Approximated 
Jan to year 
end-No of 

mobile users ARPU1 ARPU2 TR1 TR2 

Govt 
revenue 

1 
Govt 

revenue 2 
Per MHz 

revenue 1 

Per MHz 
revenue 

2 

  mn 
250/m 

annualised 
350/m 

annualised crores crores crores crores crores crores 

1997 0.339 3000 4200 102 142 20 28 0.34 0.47 

1998 0.882 3000 4200 265 370 53 74 0.88 1.23 

1999 1.2 3000 4200 360 504 72 101 1.20 1.68 

2000 1.884 3000 4200 565 791 113 158 1.88 2.64 

2001 3.577 3000 4200 1073 1502 215 300 3.58 5.01 

2002 6.432 3000 4200 1930 2701 386 540 6.43 9.00 

2003 12.998 3000 4200 3899 5459 780 1092 13.00 18.20 

2004 33.701 3000 4200 10110 14154 2022 2831 33.70 47.18 

2005 52.175 3000 4200 15653 21914 3131 4383 52.18 73.05 

2006 129.54 3000 4200 38862 54407 7772 10881 129.54 181.36 

2007 233.62 3000 4200 70086 98120 14017 19624 233.62 327.07 

2008 346.29 3000 4200 103887 145442 20777 29088 346.29 484.81 

March 2009 391.76 3000 4200 117528 164539 23506 32908 391.76 548.46 

 

Data Source for no. of mobile users: DoT annual report and TRAI 
*Revenues in this chart have been approximated for the purpose of arriving at losses to the government due to   
spectrum squatting 
 
 

The fee that the government earns from spectrum usage includes service tax of 10%, a 
blended revenue share of 7%, 2% blended spectrum charges and 1% contribution to the 
Universal Services Obligation Fund (USOF). Thus, spectrum squatting can potentially lead to a 
20% of AGR loss to the public exchequer. For the purpose of computation, the total revenue 
has been projected on the assumption of approximately Rs 250 (ARPU1) and Rs 350 (ARPU2) 
as the blended average revenue per user (ARPU) and has been used as an approximation of 
AGR to calculate the approximate government revenues TR1 and TR2. The last column above 
indicates the per MHz revenue to government on the assumption that approximately 60 MHz of 
2G pan India spectrum is in usage and has been calculated both for TR1 and TR2.  

The calculations from the table clearly suggest that auctioned 3G/2G spectrum, if allowed to 
remain idle could lead to losses in government revenue. With the government allegedly 
planning to auction four 5 MHz 3G slots amounting to 20 MHz of spectrum, the potential 
revenue loss due to spectrum squatting can mount to nearly Rs 9000 crores per year given 
that the approximate government revenue in 2008 was between Rs 3462 million and Rs 4848 
million per MHz as per the table above.  
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Thus, while a certain timeframe may be allowed to acquirers of 3G spectrum to commence 
services, a certain imputed license fee, spectrum charges and USO contribution should become 
chargeable beyond that point irrespective of the fact whether services have been rolled out or 
not. Announcement of such an upfront fee is likely to act as a deterrent for spectrum squatters 
to bid for spectrum. 

It may be argued that the new 2G UAS licensees have been stipulated with a rollout obligation. 
However, it may be noted that the rollout obligation is miniscule in relation to the total revenue 
potential and the potential loss of revenue to the government. Thus, a player may choose to 
do a minimum rollout just to continue to hold the spectrum till a suitable buyer for the 
spectrum is found. It may also be noted that almost none of the new UAS licensees have rolled 
out any 2G network till now as apparent from the latest TRAI release on subscribers added in 
June and July 2009. This appears to be a clear example of spectrum squatting leading to huge 
losses to the government exchequer in terms of revenues to be earned out of license fee, 
spectrum charges, service tax and USO fund contribution. In the case of 3G it may be argued 
that a 3G winning bidder who pays a substantial amount for 3G spectrum would want to 
deploy the spectrum to start earning revenues. However, it is also likely that the 3G winning 
bidder may want to sit out in the wait for a capital gain and in the process lead to losses to the 
government. As demonstrated above, the total loss to government on 20 MHz 3G spectrum 
can mount to Rs 9000 crores. On a per player basis, this would amount to Rs 2250 crores.  

In this respect some of the following deterrents can be built into the policy framework such 
that spectrum squatting does not lead to losses to the government: 

1. Introduction of a spectrum trading charge such that sale of spectrum and its 
subsequent transfer results in a fee payable to the government 

2. Closure of loop holes like issuance of fresh equity for fresh capital, which can be 
subsequently en-cashed by issuance of bonus shares and their sale 

3. A clear re-write of the subjective and arbitrary rollout obligations, which are open to 
various interpretations by the operators 

4. Introduction of a fee, which becomes due to the government, whether or not the 3G 
winning bidder deploys the spectrum or not. This fee should take into account the 20% 
revenue that the government earns from usage of spectrum 

5. Apply the same yardstick to the 2 G spectrum holders to pay up for spectrum squatting. 

While arriving at a methodology of calculation of a fee to prevent spectrum squatting, the 
government will need to bear in mind that the announcement of such a fee is likely to depress 
the upfront bid amounts as the bidding player is likely to factor in such payments into its 
business model. Too high a fee could depress bids substantially and too low a fee could 
encourage spectrum squatters.  However, it is beyond doubt that a fee to prevent spectrum 
squatting is necessary and the government will need to establish a fee that does not impact 
the bid price substantially, but at the same time deters spectrum squatters. Also, this fee 
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needs to be announced before 3G auctions such that various bidders can include it in their 
business model and determine the bids they would like to place.  

A second table as reproduced below to establish the per MHz revenue that is accruable to the 
government.  

TABLE - 2 

Year Operator Suscribers 
Annualised 

ARPU TR 
Government 

revenue 

Per MHz 
Revenue@7.5 

MHz per 
operator 

   INR Crores Crores Crores 

2006 Bharti 31974038 4305 13764 2753 367 

2006 Hutch 15364211 4353 6688 1338 178 

2006 Idea 14892114 3702 5513 1103 147 

       

2007 Bharti 55162944 3767 20782 4156 554 

2007 Vodafone 39864881 3636 14497 2899 387 

2007 Idea 24854660 3099 7703 1541 205 

       

2008 Bharti 85650733 3235 27705 5541 739 

2008 Vodafone 60933152 2711 16520 3304 441 

2008 Idea 38012845 2677 10175 2035 271 

   ARPU for 2 Qs    

till Q2 2009 Bharti 102367881 1382 14152 2830 377 

till Q2 2010 Vodafone 76449598 1212 9264 1853 247 

till Q2 2011 Idea 47088878 1180 5554 1111 148 
Data Source: COAI 

It may be noted that as per MHz contribution to government revenue by top three operators 
averages to around Rs 483 crores per MHz for 2008. Table 1 had put the figure at about Rs 
485 crores, which is close to the figure established in Table - 2. 

From Table -2 it may be concluded that Bharti is the most efficient operator and has utilized 
the spectrum in the most efficient manner.  

As per latest market reports, Bharti commands a 25% market share. 25% of total revenue for 
value Rs 103887 crores imputed from Table – 1 amounts to Rs 25971 crores, which is close to 
Bharti’s revenue value of Rs 27705 crores for 2008 reflected in Table – 2, suggesting that the 
estimation techniques used to generate Table – 1 are fairly robust.  

Vodafone, which reportedly has a market share of 17%, should have revenues of about Rs 
17660 crores for 2008 when as computed from Table -1 as per above used methodology. This 
is close to the figure of Rs 16520 crores in Table – 2.  
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From the foregoing it is quite clear that spectrum squatting causes massive additional losses to 
the exchequer, because the yield per megahertz by various players is quite 
substantial. Therefore, an imposition of the yield after a delay of one year or two years is a 
must on all license holders lest they play out their game by spectrum squatting.  
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Interest of promoter(s) of company wherein new investor(s) invest  
in the equity shares of the company: 

 
Scenario 1- Investor purchases shares from promoter:  

 A (Promoter) holds 100 shares of a face value of Rs. 10 each in XYZ Ltd.; 
 B (Investor) purchases 50 shares of XYZ Ltd. from A at Rs. 100/- each per share; 
 A makes a capital gain of Rs. 90 per share on the aforesaid sale of 50 shares of XYZ Ltd. 

to B. 
 
Scenario 2- Investor is allotted new shares of the company at par:  

 A (Promoter) holds 100 shares of a face value of Rs. 10 each in XYZ Ltd.; 
 XYZ Ltd. issues 100 shares of Rs. 10 each at par (that is Rs. 10) to B (Investor); 
 A (Promoter) loses his control over the company from 100% to 50% and XYZ Ltd. equity 

base has increased from 100 to 200 shares of Rs. 10 each. 
 
Scenario 3- Investor is allotted new shares of the company at premium:  

 A (Promoter) holds 100 shares of a face value of Rs. 10 each in XYZ Ltd.; 
 XYZ Ltd. issues 100 shares of Rs. 10 each at a premium of Rs. 90 each to B (Investor); 
 A sum of Rs. 90 per share shall be transferred to an account, to be called the “securities 

premium account”; 
 Pursuant to sub section (2) of section 78 of the Companies Act, 1956 (the “Act”) the 

securities premium account may be applied by the company-  
(a) in paying up unissued shares of the company to be issued to members of the 

company as fully paid bonus shares; 
(b) in writing off the preliminary expenses of the company; 
(c) in writing off the expenses of, or commission paid or discount allowed on, any issue 

of shares or debentures of the company; or 
(d) in providing for the premium payable on the redemption of any redeemable 

preference shares or of any debentures of the company. 
 
In scenario 3, the promoter does not benefit directly as the incoming capital accrues to 
the company. However, the influx of fresh funds into the company results in two 
benefits to the promoters.  
 
Firstly, the influx of fresh funds into the company results in an immediate increase in the 
company’s net worth and the market value of the company’s stock thereby giving the 
promoter an opportunity to offload his holding or a part thereof at a higher value, 
resulting in an indirect gain. 
 
Secondly, the promoter gains a future right to bonus issue(s) against the freshly created 
securities premium account resulting from the fresh infusion of capital. The Company 
subject to compliance with the requisite guidelines under the Act may allot bonus shares 
to the members of the Company almost immediately post the infusion of fresh funds 
thereby increasing the number of equity shares held by the promoter. The promoter may 
then be in a position to offload the bonus shares at the higher market value achieved by 
the company’s stock, thereby making overnight profits.  
 
Hence, the clause of lock in of promoter’s equity needs to be carefully drafted, such that 
the promoter is neither able to dilute any of his current holding nor is he able to sell any 
of the bonus shares issued, as per the above described process, during the prescribed 
lock in period. Any such sale may become possible only after the lapse of the lock in 
period or post the company meeting its rollout obligations.   

----------------------------- 
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LTE Deployment StrategyLTE Deployment Strategy
NGMN operators view for Western Europe

• Initial deployment
• Overlay

Sl h i i t id

Considerations

• Slow approach aiming to provide 
initially high speed nomadic 
access

• Fast approach aiming to provide 
initially coverage and mobility

• Spectrum to be used 
• Initial deployment is considered 

in the 2G refarmed bands and 
3G extension band

• if lower frequencies are available 
in time for deployment, they will 
have a higher priority

• Growth of coverage, capacity and spectrum usage (network sharing could be a cost effective option)
• Inter‐working with UTRAN/GERAN

• Stand‐alone deployment: rapid deployment of LTE without inter‐working with UTRAN/GERAN
• Integrated with existing UTRAN and/or GERAN deployment: LTE is deployed in the same geographic area as existing 

UTRAN/GERAN with some inter‐working 



NGMN view on LTE deployment p y
(Western Europe)

NGMN recommendations

• Larger bandwidths most likely 
to be used in bands that are 
least likely to be fully loaded 
by 2G and 3G traffic

• If lower frequencies are 
available in time for 
deployment, those 
frequencies will have a higher 
priority 

• Unavailability of certain 
spectrum, e.g. the UMTS 
extension band, might giveextension band, might give 
higher priority for other 
bands, e.g. the UMTS core 
band, for initial deployment



2G Spectrum Refarming2G Spectrum Refarming
• Several Western European counties have already authorised/planned the refarming 

of the 2G bandsCurrent Status of the 2G bands 
• Up to now 2G refarming took place after agreement between the regulators and the 

operators without waiting for the expiry of the GSM licenses
• It is expected that 2G refarming in Eastern Europe will be later than in Western 

Europe

Current Status

Country Band Refarming Date/
Auction Date

Finland 900/1800MHz Refarmed & UMTS 900 deployed

Switzerland 900/1800MHz Reframing authorised but no deployment yet

Portugal 900/1800MHz Reframing authorised but no deployment yet

France 900/1800MHz 1H 2008

UK 900/1800MHz E2008‐B2009

Spain 900/1800MHz E2008‐B2009Spain 900/1800MHz E2008‐B2009



2.6GHz Spectrum Auctions2.6GHz Spectrum Auctions
Ericsson is the only vendor to have announced the launch of WCDMA/HSPA in the 2.6GHz

• Several Western European counties have already planned the auction of 2.6GHz 
band

• Norway is the first country to award 2.6GHz licenses to five companies
• Arctic Wireless, Craig Wireless Systems, Hafslund Telekom, NetCom and Telenor

Current Status

Country Band Refarming Date/

, g y , ,
• Expected to be used for fixed, nomadic and mobile wireless broadband services

Auction Date
Norway 2.6GHz Q4 2007

UK 2.6GHz Q1 2008

Germany 2.6GHz 1H 2008

Austria 2.6GHz Q2 2008

Sweden 2 6GHz Q2 2008Sweden 2.6GHz Q2 2008



2.6GHz Situation in Europe (1)2.6GHz Situation in Europe (1)
County Current Use Expected Availability
Belgium Mostly free Q1 2008Belgium Mostly free Q1 2008

Bulgaria National Security and Defence 20MHz 2H 2007

Cyprus Free Available

Czech Republic Military ~2012

Denmark Electronics News Gathering / Outside Broadcast 
(ENG/OB)

Not known

Estonia Fixed and mobile services Q1 2008Estonia Fixed and mobile services Q1 2008

Finland Fixed radio links Q1 2008

France Ministry of Defence After 2010

Greece Rural Fixed Networks After 2008

Hungary Military Not known

Ireland Microwave Multipoint Distribution Systems After 2014



2.6GHz Situation in Europe (2)2.6GHz Situation in Europe (2)
County Current Use Expected Availability

Italy Ministry of Defence Q1 2008 (maybe partly)Italy Ministry of Defence Q1 2008 (maybe partly)

Latvia Microwave Multipoint Distribution Systems Not known

Lithuania Microwave Multipoint Distribution Systems Q1 2009

Luxembourg Free Available

Malta Military Not known

Netherlands One licence (use not known) Q1 2008

Poland ENG/OB Q1 2008

Portugal ENG/OB Q1 2008

Romania Military Possibly after 2010Romania Military Possibly after 2010

Slovakia Microwave Multipoint Distribution Systems Q1 2008

Slovenia Fixed P‐P links Q1 2008

Spain Fixed P‐P links Q1 2008



Spectrum Issues (Europe)Spectrum Issues (Europe)

Both can be deployed at current 3G frequency bands as well as 2G bands when refarmed 

Europe
Available 3G Bands • 2100 MHz with 60 MHz paired bandwidth 

Upcoming 3G Bands
• 900   MHz with 35 MHz paired bandwidth
• 1800 MHz with 75 MHz paired bandwidth
• 2600 MHz with 70 MHz paired bandwidth

HSPA+
• Considered as an upgrade from 3G/HSPA
• To be deployed at same frequencies and carrier bandwidths (5MHz) as 3G/HSPA

• 2.1GHz is considered as the main frequency band for HSPA+ deployment
900MH i l lik l b d f f h HSPA d l f id

2600 MHz with 70 MHz paired bandwidth

• Considered as a separate deployment (& investment) to 3G/HSPA
• Possibly to be deployed mostly at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher

LTE i i ifi tl i t HSPA f i b d idth f 10MH d hi h

LTE

• 900MHz is also a likely band for further HSPA+ deployment for wider area coverage

• Hotspot cluster deployment expected initially

• LTE is significantly superior to HSPA+ for carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher
• Sporadic deployment possible in 2.1 MHz for green field operators
• With most operators owning 3 carriers (15MHz) at 2.1GHz is expected that 3G traffic will have used at least 2 

carriers by the LTE time fame, leaving one carrier free (5MHz) for LTE

• Most likely band to be deployed is 2.6GHz
• 1800MHz and 900MHz are considered as a possible LTE bands in subsequent years assuming operators will 

th i 2G b ib t 3G/LTEmove their 2G subscribers to 3G/LTE

• Hotspot cluster deployment expected initially
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Spectrum Scenarios (1) (Europe)Spectrum Scenarios (1) (Europe)

Scenario 1: LTE initial deployment at 2.1GHz
(Good LTE uptake rate by end users) 

Assumptions

• LTE is initially deployed at 2.1GHz at 5MHz ensuring easy and fast  upgrade from 3G RAN
• LTE is later deployed at 2.6GHz at higher carrier bandwidths
• After LTE uptake 2 1GHz is used only for 3G/HSPA+

GSM 3G/HSPA HSPA+ LTE

After LTE uptake, 2.1GHz is used only for 3G/HSPA+
• LTE is being deployed at  2G refarmed bands and 2G traffic is moved slowly to LTE 

1800 (75MHz)

900 (35MHz)

2600 (70MHz)

2100 (60MHz)

1800 (75MHz)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Spectrum Scenarios (2) (Europe)Spectrum Scenarios (2) (Europe)

Scenario 2: LTE is deployed parallel to 3G/HSPA+ at carrier bands >=10MHz
(Good LTE uptake rate by end users) 

Assumptions

• 2.1GHz is used only for 3G/HSPA+
• 900MHz becomes the second main 3G/HSPA+ band with 2G gradually removed
• LTE is deployed mainly at 2 6MHz at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher

GSM 3G/HSPA HSPA+ LTE

LTE is deployed mainly at 2.6MHz at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher
• 2G traffic is moved to 3G and LTE is being deployed at 1800MHz at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher

1800 (75MHz)

900 (35MHz)

2600 (70MHz)

2100 (60MHz)

1800 (75MHz)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Spectrum Scenarios (3) (Europe)Spectrum Scenarios (3) (Europe)

Scenario 3: LTE takes over gradually 3G/HSPA+ at carrier bands >=5MHz 
(LTE is a big success with end users)

Assumptions

• LTE is deployed initially at 2.6MHz at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher
• 2G traffic is moved slowly to 3G and LTE is being deployed at 1800MHz at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and 

higher

GSM 3G/HSPA HSPA+ LTE

• Success of LTE experience drives operators to limit HSPA+ deployment at 2.1GHz
• LTE is being gradually deployed to all available 3G bands with 3G only at 900MHz

1800 (75MHz)

900 (35MHz)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

2600 (70MHz)

2100 (60MHz)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Spectrum Scenarios (4) (Europe)Spectrum Scenarios (4) (Europe)

Scenario 4: 3G/HSPA/HSPA+ remains stronger than LTE 
(Slow LTE uptake by end users)

Assumptions

• LTE is deployed initially at 2.6MHz at carrier bandwidths of 10MHz and higher
• End users adopt LTE very slowly while 3G/HSPA+ remains the main mobile technology for few years after LTE 

introduction
• 3G is mainly deployed at 900MHz while HSPA+ is a success and deployed at 2.1GHz
• 2G traffic remains strong at 1800MHz

GSM 3G/HSPA HSPA+ LTE

1800 (75MHz)

900 (35MHz)

2600 (70MHz)

2100 (60MHz)

1800 (75MHz)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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